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The Odyssey of
Coffee Industry
Associations in
Uganda
Mr. Robert Waggwa Nsibirwa
PRESIDENT UGANDA COFFEE FEDERATION

T

he coffee industry in Uganda has
evolved since 1994 when the export
trade was liberalized to remove the
monopoly of Coffee Marketing Board and a few
cooperatives to allow everybody who met the
new requirements to export coffee.

There have been many milestones since
liberalization and these included increased
coffee exports with Uganda becoming the t
biggest coffee exporter on the African continent
thus also impling increased production. We
have seen emergence of medium to large
scale coffee producers and a resurgence of
coffee farmer and producer groups with a
revamp some of the cooperative societies. Of
course, there is no risk-free option, because
liberalization also saw challenges in quality
both at post-harvest handling and processing.
It also saw a dismantling of the framework for
provision of inputs to farmers and a myriad
of many players in the sector, most times not
aligned to leverage the resources they have for
impact.
Liberalization also saw the birth of sector
player interest groups, among them was the
Uganda Coffee Exporters Association which
became the Uganda Coffee Trade Federation
which is now the Uganda Coffee Federation at
the export and trade level. But we also have
farmers’ associations, traders’ associations;
roasters’ associations; women in coffee; and
aligned services associations.

With liberalization, these associations were
meant to first and foremost ensure that the
businesses of their members are protected;
to ensure that the business environment;
the business transactions; and the business
processes are smooth and uninterrupted for
their members.
The associations are at different levels of
development, many still need a lot of support
to be strengthened in different areas to be able
to meet the expectations of their membership.
The associations’ major efforts have been the
engagement of government and government
bodies on issues of policies, laws and
regulations, which they have felt are not fair
or/and are going to interrupt their businesses.
There have been successes scored from such
engagements at varying degrees. Government
has enacted a national coffee policy and is in
the process of establishing a coffee law to
operationalize the policy.

Uganda Coffee Development Authority [UCDA]
has responded to some of the engagement
with the industry association and has for
example increased the range of export
grades. Government responded to the private
sector push and established a national Coffee
Research Institute [NACORI]. So, it has been
a mixed bag of success and failure but suffice
to say, these associations continue to support
the businesses of their members within the
limitations they may have as institutions.
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One of the major challenges the private
coffee associations have, is being reactive
rather than proactive when it comes to
policies and regulation introductions. Of
course, this is exacerbated by the lack of
capacity and necessary tool to anticipate
and engage effectively with stakeholders
to achieve their goals. They lack capacity
in conducting appropriate research,
in developing the right documents, in
having the right tactic of engagement
and managing relationships even where
successes or failures have been scored.

In 2019, the European Union started
implementing a regional development
initiative under the International Trade
Centre aimed at contributing to economic
growth of East African Community through
supporting increased exports of agro
business, regional integration and access
to European market. This initiative is
called Market Access Upgrade Program
(MARKUP). Among the components of this
MARKUP Program, is effective advocacy to
enhance the removal of trade obstacles in
the coffee sector.

This program couldn’t have come at a
better time to the coffee industry in the
region because governments in the region
and private sectors in the region are seeing
emerging changes in the rules of producing,
processing and trading of coffee. Whereas,
many a times, governments have good
intentions of establishing new laws and
regulations, however, they are not always
well versed with the practical implications
and consequences of such laws especially
their implementation. Worse still many
times the private sector is not engaged
in dialogue which results in agitations
and push backs with such new policies.
Therefore, capacity building on how
to engage in effective dialogue is very
important and Uganda Coffee Federation
and other associations are participating
to acquire this capacity that should lead to
better outcomes for businesses of members,

7

better outcomes for increasing exports and
trade which will be beneficial to the country.

The cornerstone to this capacity building has
been understanding and leveraging advocates
techniques which is very critical. Other areas
being worked on involve; understanding
advocacy engagement tools that include policy
papers, policy prints, press releases, opinion
pieces and the like, including getting capacity on
how to draft position papers and action points.
We believe the program will assist private
sector associations to engage government in a
better and more effective way for the benefit of
the entire coffee industry.

I wish to applaud the EU and the East African
Community for the support they have extended
to the industry associations in this regard.
Coffee remains, for this country, a big vehicle
for fighting poverty and for ensuring equitable
sharing of revenue with whoever is involved in
the value chain. I wish everyone a profitable
2020 coffee year and let’s engage in effective
dialogue to have resilient farmers, a sustainable
coffee sector and profitable coffee enterprises.

Following the liberalization of the coffee sector, we established ourselves in 1994 amongst the first
private coffee companies in Uganda. Today we continue to exist as one of the leading coffee exporters in
Uganda with an annual coffee production capacity of 50,000MT; we are recognized as one of the largest
coffee processor/exporter not only in Uganda but also in East Africa.
We are known not only for quantity but also quality. UGACOF with support from local and
international partners invests in sustainability projects that aim to empower thousands of smaller
holder farmers in order to increase production, productivity and household incomes.
We have so far trained and empowered over 35,000 farmers in the districts of Luuka, Kamuli,
Kayunga, Buikwe, Mukono, Masaka, Gomba, Kalungu and Rukungiri. We continue also to offer high
end processing materials, equipment’s and facilities that help farmers to attain the best quality. So
when looking for the best Ugandan Coffee, look no further!

CONTACT US:
UGACOF LIMITED, Bweyogerere, Kiira | P.O.Box 7355 Kampala, Uganda
Tel: +25 204 280 000 | fax: +256 393 250 020
Email: : ugacof@sucafina.com | web: www.sucafina.ch
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Executive Director, UCF
George W. Byamukama

HOW TO HIT THE COFFEE
ROADMAP TARGETS THROUGH A
COOPERATIVE MODEL AND A VALUE
CHAIN DEVELOPMENT APPROACH
1.0 Introduction
The theme for this year is “Sustainable Coffee
Production through a Cooperative Model and
Community Development”. The cooperative is a
body of its own. It is considered a legal individual,
so it takes responsibility for its own debts rather than
relying on the employees, directors or shareholders.
Each cooperative member’s liability is limited to his/
her respective investment.
This article presents the advantages and disadvantages
of a cooperative model and discusses how to mitigate
against the disadvantages using the modern value chain
development approach. The article also proposes the
mechanism of organizing all rural households in the
coffee agricultural zones in Uganda into cooperatives
to participate in the coffee value chain in a bid to hit
the targets of the coffee road map that was initiated by
the President of the Republic of Uganda.

The model has a potential of pushing all the rural
households in the coffee agricultural zones above the
World Bank poverty line of US$ 1 a day. About 93%
(104 districts) of the 112 districts in Uganda (Census,
2014) are conducive for coffee production according
to agricultural zoning (MAAIF, 2004). About 93%
(5.6 million rural households) of the 6.03 million rural
households in Uganda (Census, 2014) live in the 104
districts conducive for coffee growing. Therefore, by
developing the coffee value chain as well as encouraging
and supporting the rural households in the coffee
agricultural zones, would guarantee at least 93% of
rural households in Uganda to be above the poverty line
through the cooperative model. Ultimately, 100% of
Uganda’s rural households could be above the poverty
line if other value chains in the remaining districts are
also developed using the cooperative model backed by
the modern value chain development approach. This
would tantamount to poverty eradication in rural areas
as opposed to poverty alleviation.

10
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2.0 Advantages
and Disadvantages of a Cooperative Model

businesses are built is a form of
social benefit, and these businesses
are proof to the world that it
is possible to pursue economic
growth while remaining socially
responsible.

People usually join a cooperative
for the benefits such as the
pooling of risk, the ability to
make a large purchase or sale in
a group (economies of scale),
to become empowered and feel
like they are part of a meaningful
company. Cooperative businesses
are organized for the purpose of
improving the bargaining power
of the individual members and the
product or service quality provided
by the members. They also aim to
reduce costs incurred during the
production process, to provide
competition to larger companies
with deeper pockets, to expand
opportunities in the market and
take advantage of them, and to
obtain products and services that
would otherwise be unavailable
because for-profit companies
see them as unprofitable. Other
benefits of a cooperative model
include having real ownership of
business; access to value addition;
promoting
cooperation
(not
competition); vertical integration
in the value chain; rural economic
strength; obtaining support; and
equality in decision making.

The cooperative model has some
disadvantages such as delayed
payments for produce sold; fewer
incentives for large investors; slow
decision making process; lack of
professional managers; and lack
of profit incentive. However, the
modern value chain approach can
effectively mitigate against these
advantages as discussed in the
following subsection.

Cooperatives are bound by their
nature to consider the wellbeing of the communities where
they operate, and most of them
do. Because of this, 2012 was
declared the International Year
of Cooperatives by the United
Nations.
Cooperatives
have
contributed a lot to socioeconomic
development around the world.
They implement the values that
their members’ needs, and these
are typically the values that are best
for the community at large. The
very model on which cooperative

3.0 How to
mitigate against
the disadvantages
of a cooperative
model
In order to maximize the benefits
of a cooperative model, there
is need to mitigate against the
disadvantages of cooperatives.
The mitigation against the
disadvantages cooperatives can be
effected through implementing
programs/projects using a value
chain development approach.
Using the modern value chain
development
approach,
the
disadvantage of delayed payments
can be overcome by cooperatives
effecting prompt payments for
farmers’ produce. This can be
achieved through value chain
financing either from other value
chain actors (such as exporters)
or from financial institutions by
the help of collateral managers
and or project implementers. In
addition to prompt payments for
farmers’ produce, farmers can
also be assisted by employing the
Village Farm Model described in
the subsection below.

For the disadvantage of fewer
incentives for large investors when
attracting capital, the cooperative
will overcome it by being part of
the value chain. The cooperative
will get capital through the value
chain financing.
In order to overcome the
disadvantage of slow decision
making, the project implementers
need to sensitize the cooperative
members that some decisions
need to vary timely. Therefore, the
members will appreciate the need
to come for impromptu meetings
to take quick decisions that may
affect their profitability. The
project implementers will also play
their advisory role and guide the
cooperative members in making
the right decisions.
If
the
cooperatives
are
participating in value chain
development programs/projects,
the cooperatives benefit from the
project professional managers
whose high salaries are paid by
the value chain development
projects. For this reason, the
cooperatives will not eventually fail
because of poor management and
organization.
In a bid to overcome the
disadvantage of lack of a
profit incentive, the value chain
development
implementers
need to sensitive the cooperative
members, that, although the
cooperative is non-profit entity,
sustainable profitability (gross
margins) of individual members
is of paramount importance. For
instance, for the case of the coffee
value chain, the members need to
sensitized that coffee is the second
most traded commodity globally
(after oil) and that the demand
for coffee has been growing at
an average percentage of 2 per
annum and that it is estimated
that by the year 2030, a coffee
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demand deficit is expected to be
30 million bags (60kgs @). This
kind of sanitization coupled with
actual financial benefits realized
by members from the coffee value
chain, the members’ propensity to
uphold cooperatives will be high.
Therefore, with a cooperative,
the lack of a profit incentive will
not lead to lack of interest. The
cooperative will not be rendered
inactive and hence sustainable
coffee production.

4.0 Employing
a Village Farm
Model as part of
a Cooperative
model
A Village Farm Model is
recommended by UCF for
purposes of hitting the targets
of the coffee road map leading
to socio-economic development
of Uganda. All the coffee trees
in a village will be considered as a
village coffee farm and managed by
a village farm manager (VFM) and
paid by all the coffee farmers under
a village group. The farm manager,
in addition to training the farmers
in the recommended agronomic
and
post-harvest
handling
practices, will identify and cost all
the inputs required for the village
farm and the village group will be
provided with the inputs in kind.
Some cash requirements will also
be considered to stop the farmers
from selling their coffee cheaply in
advance which a common practice.
On delivering the coffee to the subcounty collection center, the cost
of inputs will deducted to recover
the loans earlier extended to the
village group. A village Farm Model
(VFM) Fund will be established for
this noble cause. The Fund will
only attract a small interest to cater
for inflation, VFM remuneration

and the fund monitoring fees for
the purposes of sustainability. A
collateral manager will partner with
the coffee value chain development
project implementers to monitor
the VFMF to ensure recoveries on
marketing. In order to ensure that
all the recommended agronomic
and post-harvest handling practices
are properly employed the VFM
will register and train all the ablebodied village members, especially
the youth as Village Farm Workers
(VFWs) on the village coffee farm.
The VFWs will work under strict
supervision of the VFM. The
VFWs will paid directly to their
mobile phones from the VFMF
account by use of a Mobile Money
Application software (MMAPP) on
the recommendation of the VFM.
Given the importance and potential
of the coffee value chain, each and
every household (in the agricultural
zones conducive for coffee
growing) needs to be encouraged
and supported to have at least
one coffee tree. Nevertheless,
millions of low-income people,
a large proportion of whom are
women, participate in agricultural
value chains as producers, traders,
processors, and retailers. Many
millions more, including most
of the developing world’s poor,
participate in agricultural value
chains as laborers or consumers.
Agriculture (especially coffee)
can play a significant role in the
livelihoods of rural populations
by providing work opportunities
related to agribusiness. Indeed,
agribusinesses at any scale, even
micro-enterprises, begin to provide
a path to economic well-being (Raj,
2011). According to Haggblade
et al (2010, p 1429), the landless
and near-landless households
everywhere depend heavily on
non-farm income for their survival,
while agricultural households count
on non-farm earnings to diversify
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risk, moderate seasonal income
swings, and finance agricultural
input
purchases.
Therefore,
improving the performance of
agricultural value chains (coffee
value chain) stands to benefit large
numbers of people (Reardon and
Timmer, 2012; Reardon et al., 2012;
Aramyan et al., 2005; Lohman et
al., 2004; Lambert and Pohlen,
2001; Tschirley et al., 2015).
Therefore, based on the above
literature, each and every household
in the coffee agricultural zones
(including the landless) will be part
of a village farmer group. In order
to hit the targets of the coffee
road map, the cooperative model
needs to target all rural households
– about 5.6 million households
in about 80,080 villages (Census,
2014) in all the agricultural zones
conducive for coffee growing.
Currently, only 1.7 million
households are producing coffee
in 104 districts (UCDA Fact Sheet).
Therefore, the cooperative model
needs to target 80,080 village farms,
each owned by a village group. All
the village groups in a sub county
will be legally registered and join
to form a Farmer Association (FA)
which will also be legally registered
as a cooperative. Given that there
are 1,284 sub counties (Census,
2014) in the 104 coffee producing
districts,
1,284
cooperatives
need to be legally registered and
supported under coffee value
chain development projects for
purposes of hitting the coffee road
map targets. According to UCF
calculation, this has the potential
of producing about 20 million bags
(annually) in 7 years and about 40
million bags (annually) in ten years.
Given that coffee farmers also
participate in other agricultural
chains, development of the other
value chains would also follow suit
over time using the same models.

12
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MD MESSAGE

The FY 2018/19 was characterized by good rains
which followed the January-February 2018 dry spell
that impacted negatively on coffee production in
regions south of the equator. In spite of this, coffee
production during the year was about 7 million bags.
The exporter stock levels were about 1.3 million
bags on account of lower global prices which forced
exporters to hoard.

Dr. Emmanuel
Iyamulemye
Niyibigira

MANAGING DIRECTOR

In FY 2018/19, Uganda exported 4.17 million 60-kilo
bags worth US$ 416 million compared to 4.45 million
bags valued at US$ 492 million the previous year. This
was a 6.3% and 15.5% reduction in exports and value
respectively. The exports comprised 3.23 million bags
of Robusta and 0.95 million bags of Arabica worth
US $ 303 million and US$ 113 million respectively
compared to 3.38 million bags of Robusta worth US
$ 354 million and 1.08 million bags of Arabica worth
US$ 137 million. The lower export value is pegged
on lower exports on account of an after effect of the
earlier dry spell and a negative global price trend
throughout the year.
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The average weighted unit export price
reduced from US$ 1.84 per kilo in FY 2017/18
(Robusta-1.75 and Arabica-2.13) to US $ 1.66
per Kilo (Robusta-US$ 1.57; Arabica-US$ 1.97).
The lower exports in FY 2018/19
notwithstanding, there has been a positive
trend in exports for the last 5 years with export
quantities rising from 3.23 million bags in FY
2014-15 to 4.45 million bags in FY 2017/18
before dropping down to 4.17 million bags in
FY 2018/19 as indicated above.
In FY 2019/20, coffee exports are projected to
grow significantly to 5.17 million 60-kilo bags
on account of newly planted coffee which
started fruiting in FY 2016/17 and favourable
weather conditions.
I am happy to report that during the
FY 2018/19, the detailed and costed
implementation plan of the Coffee Roadmap
was finalized with clear interventions of
producing 20 million bags per year by 2025.
The private and public sector actors, as well
as development partners and the academia,
have been (and will remain) very influential
in actualizing this ambitious target. We are in
the process of strengthening the coordination
unit within UCDA in order to effectively
and efficiently engage with different actors
especially the Delivery Unit of the Prime
Minister, line ministries and departments as
well as farmer cooperatives, private sector
through Uganda Coffee Federation (UCF) and
Development partners through the National
Coffee Platform.
Several Memoranda of Agreement (MOAs)
were signed in order to engage different actors
to contribute to the transformative iniatives
of the Coffee Roadmap. By close of the year,
arrangements were being made to assess the
effectiveness of the different memoranda
and how the collaboration with the actors
impacted on the livelihoods of coffee farmers.
Emphasis has been placed on strengthening
farmer organizations and cooperatives through
capacity building focusing on governance,
collective bulking and market access. In this
regard, UCF’s theme of the year, ‘Sustainable
Coffee Production through a Cooperative
Model and Community Development’ was
relevant and timely.
We shall continue to engage UCF on a
number of issues aimed at increasing the
competitiveness of the Uganda coffee
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In FY 2019/20,

EXPORTS

are projected to grow
significantly to

5.17 MILLION
60-KILO BAGS

especially on the determination of the UCDA
indicative export prices and timeliness in
service delivery. We shall also continue to
promote domestic coffee consumption and
also participate jointly with the private
sector in exhibitions and trade fairs both
domestically and internationally. This will
create visibility of the Uganda’s coffee in the
global market place.
We are optimistic that the National Coffee
Bill will be approved by Parliament into law,
thus improving the quality of the coffee right
from production to consumption. In this vein,
I would like to thank all of you who gave in
views to improve the bill.
We thank development partners notably
aBi Development, USAID Feed-the-Future,
DANIDA and European Union for the
support to the coffee sector. We thank
insurance companies and banks which have
offered insurance products and Letters of
Credit respectively in a bid to guard against
business risks on one hand and access to
finance on the other.
We pledge our continued commitment to
service the coffee sector. In particular, we
would like to embrace ICT tools to improve
service delivery to our stakeholders. In FY
2019/20 exporters will be registering sales
contracts online. This will increase our
efficiency in service delivery. We pledge to
remain client focused, one of our core values.
Lastly, we need to add value at the different
levels of the value chain in form of price
differentiation, investment in sustainable
coffee production, access to new markets, and
branding.
We wish all UCF members a fruitful Coffee
Year 2019/20!

KYAGALANYI COFFEE LIMITED

Creating value in the Ugandan coffee sector
from field to cup
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At Kyagalanyi, we’re helping Ugandan coffee farmers sustainably improve their
production and quality. Last year we trained 50,000 farmers, supported 21,500
households, and managed over 800 demo plots with farmer groups to help them
adopt better practices.
We raised standards for coffee-processing in Uganda with our state-of-the-art dry
mill in Namanve, Kampala. We’re also opening up the market through our mobile
buying units across the country.
And we’re promoting Ugandan coffee consumption through our roastery –
designed to add value and create any blend you want.

THE ROASTERY
Volcafe Uganda

We’d love you to come and check out our sites.
For more information, get in touch.
kcl@kyagalanyi.com
+256-312-265-251
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CONCEPT PAPER
ON THE IMPACT OF GLOBAL
PRICES ON UGANDAN
COFFEE FARMERS
Introduction
The current global coffee crisis is argued to be
even worse than that in the 1990s when global
coffee prices hit below US $ 0.50 per lb.
as
1
submitted by Stephen Hurst (April, 2019 ). He
reasons that the current New York C-market
prices, as opposed to the pre-liberalization
era whereby the International Coffee
Agreement (ICA) quota system regulated
supply on the global market, is worrying. He
argues, and rightly so, that in 2019, 25 years
after the global coffee crisis, the C’ price is
below US $ 1 per lb. Factoring in the
25 years’ inflation, he concludes by
indicating that the current global prices are
the worst ever in real terms. Hurst submits
that the major cause of this is over-supply
compared to what is being consumed, the
2% annual growth in global consumption
notwithstanding. He mentions a number of
fundamental factors which drive the market
price; stocks- especially certified-in both
producing and importing countries with an
effect on quality when coffee is stored for a
long time (and associated warehouse costs),
weather concerns in major origins, and the
economic situation (effect on the currencies
against the dollar) in both producing and
consuming countries. Though he mentions
a number of low-cost producing countries,
Uganda inclusive, he insists that in spite of
a number of major roasters embracing the

specialty segment, the commodity market
still plays a pivotal role since the quantity of
specialty coffees is still small as well as the
actors. In Uganda, the cost of production
has increased especially among farmers
who have increased on their productivity
through application of inorganic fertilizers.
Farmer profitability depends, to a greater
extent, on the farm gate price and Ugandan
farmers are price takers and only receive
what is prevailing on the international
market. A negative price trend acts as a
disincentive for farmers to produce more
and as government, it is a challenge having
launched an ambitious programme of
increasing our annual coffee production
from the 3.5 million kilo bags in 2017 to
20 million quality bags by 2025. To actualize
this, stakeholders focused on 9 initiatives
which address both the demand for and
supply of Uganda coffee to the market.
In terms of global coffee income, Mr. Illy,
Chairman Illy cafe
quoted it to be US$ 300
2
billion in 2018 with producing countries
taking only US 23 billion and farmers even
far less. The World Coffee Producers Forum
therefore is the right one to address these
bottlenecks more with producing countries.
As mentioned in the next section, the
pricing and cost of production in the last 2
years are illustrated.

1Stephen Hurst (2019): ‘The Ongoing Commodity Coffee
Price crisis and the Mercanta Price Guarantee’,

2 Coffee and Tea Magazine (2018)
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Uganda’s Coffee Price Situation
and the Cost of Production
To appreciate the effect of global coffee prices on Uganda’s economy and farmers’ incomes
in particular, a trend analysis of monthly prices (ICO Composite Indicator Price, average unit
export price and the average farm gate price (for both Robusta and Arabica)) are compared
in figure 1. There is general a negative trend in all except in October and November 2018
when farm gate prices went slightly up. There is a high relationship between the global price,
the realized export price and the farm gate price reflecting price discovery at all levels.
This is attributed to UCDA’s intervention by disseminating daily market coffee reports to
3
4
stakeholders showing the performance of the two global markets (LIFFE and ICE ). The ICO
composite price dropped from US $ 2.8 per kilo in July 2017 to 2.1 in May 2019. Similarly,
the weighted average unit export price ranged from US $ 1.9 per kilo to 1.6 per kilo in the
same period. A sharp decline in Arabica parchment prices is noted from December 2018 to
May 2019 in line with global price trend.
Figure1: Monthly Trend in ICO Composite Price, Unit Export Price and Average Farm gate Prices July 2017
to May 2019 in US $/kilo

Source: UCDA Monthly Reports (www.ugandacoffee.go.ug and ICO website: www.ico.org)
3 London Financial Futures and Options Exchange
4 Inter Commodity Exchange
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Coffee Farmer
Profitability
Assessment
From the coffee farming financial viability
5
report by Mr. Tony Mugoya (October 2018 )
under the supervision of Uganda National
Coffee Platform, it was indicated that
profitability of small scale farmers was hinged
on the farm gate price which changed day by
day (price volatility) which pose a challenge
to farm investment. Comparing the farm gate
prices then and currently, one can argue that
profitability not only of traditional farmers but
also improved and recommended farmers,
is affected. Profitability of the 3 categories
of farmers was: (1) Traditional farmers (2)
6
Improved farmers (3) Recommended farmers .
The study report shows that at the
prevailing prices then (October 2018), gross
margins for Robusta coffee farmers per

UGX 975,749 (US$
263.77); UGX 1,865,240
(US$ 504.1); and UGX
3,168,541 (US$ 856.4) for

acre were;

traditional, improved and recommended
farmers respectively (Table 1). The gross
margins for Arabica coffee farmers were:

5 Tony Mugoya, 2018, Financial Viability of Coffee Farming in Uganda, Study Report Funded by Global Coffee
Platform
6 Traditional farmers were defined as those farmers who
are subsistence and use predominantly family labour.
Improved farmers use hired labour for some specialized
farm activities but rarely use agro-chemicals. Recommended farmers are those who use hired labour, employ
capital intensive inputs to improve yield and also have a
pest and disease management program on top of using
agro-chemicals.
7 At an exchange rate of UGX 3,700 per US $

UGX 1,219,257 (US$
329.5); UGX 2,424,891
(US$ 655.4); UGX
3,467,072 (US$ 937) for

traditional, improved and recommended
farmers respectively (Table 2). The gross
margins were based on farm gate prices of

UGX 4,750 per kilo (US $
1.3); 5,050 (US$ 1.4) and
5,400 (US$ 1.5) per kilo
for Robusta and UGX 7,200 (US $
1.9); 7,200 (US$ 1.9) and
7,500 (US$ 2.0) per kilo for
Arabica farmers in the same categories. The
current FAQ price is

UGX 4,400 per

kilo lower than those in 2018. For Arabica
coffee production, Arabica parchment price

UGX 5,0005,550 (US$ 1.4-1.5) per
kilo which translates into UGX
6250-6875 (US$ 1.7-1.9)
per kilo of clean coffee equivalent,

currently ranges from

lower than in October 2018. Considering
the increasing fuel pump prices, the cost
of inputs is likely to have gone up thus
increasing production costs and thus
impacting negatively on the profitability of
the coffee enterprise.
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Table 1: Robusta Farmer Categories Gross margins per acre
Parameter
8
Total Variable Costs
Yield (Kg FAQ/Acre
Average Producer FAQ Price
Total Gross Income
Gross Margin (per Acre)

Traditional
124,351
231.6
4,750
1,100,100
975,749

Improved
682,990
504.6
5,050
2,548,230
1,865,240

Recommended
1,371,779
840.8
5,400
4,540,32
3,168,541

Source: The Financial Viability of Coffee Farming in Uganda Report, page 9

Table 2: Arabica Farmer Categories Gross margins per acre
Parameter
9
Total Variable Costs
Yield (Kg FAQ/Acre
Average Producer FAQ Price
Equivalent
Total Gross Income
Gross Margin (UGX per Acre)

Traditional
76,023
179.9
7,200

Improved
978,549
472.7
7,200

1,295,280
1,219,257

3,403,440
2,424,891

Recommended
2,571,178
805.1
7,500
6,038,250
3,467,072

Source: The Financial Viability of Coffee Farming in Uganda Report, page 10

Recommendations

1. Arabica farmers were more dependent on 5. Coffee producers should interrogate the
coffee than Robusta farmers. Therefore any
current price approach (futures and
reduction in coffee prices would affect them
options) markets in London and New
very significantly as it is being witnessed
York and see if there could be alternatives
currently.
so that coffee producers may also have a
stake in the determination of the global
2. There is yield potential increase if farmers
prices.
applied Good Agricultural Practices including
fertilizer application. Profitability is highly
dependent on yield per tree as reflected in
the gross margins differentials among the 3
categories of farmers

3. Improved yields would be attained if a stepwise
climate smart investment pathway (CSIP) as
advanced by the Financial Viability of Small
Coffee farming Report (2018). This approach
encourages an incremental investment into
the recommended practices depending on
the farmer’s level. This, however, is only
possible if the farmer gets a reasonable price
which unfortunately is set at a global level.
4.

A Benefit Cost Analysis is also needed to
ascertain coffee competitiveness where
pricing is a major determinant.

6. Engaging consuming countries and more
importantly the big roasters is critical if the
increasing demand for coffee globally is to
be met. Coffee sustainability is threatened by
a very small proportion of the global coffee
income estimated at US$ 300 Billion (US
23 Billion). This forum of coffee producers
becomes very relevant and should task ICO
and other international bodies such as IMF,
World Bank, UNDP, ILO to forge a solution to
this.
By James Kizito Mayanja
Marketing Intelligence & Information
Manager

8 Include pruning, d-suckering, stumping, fertilizer, herbicides and fungicides and their application, weeding, mulching and its application, trenches, shade management, transport from farm to home, drying, storage, tarpaulins,
marketing and other transaction costs
9 Ibid
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UGANDA LIMITED
a member of the ecom group

Improving Livelihoods by
Working Together

At Kawacom we believe good agricultural practices
provide the basis for good farmer livelihoods. They
will result in improved coffee quality, as well as
higher yields and therefore higher incomes for
farmers. As an exporting company, Kawacom aims
to find a market for Ugandan coffees all over the
world
We understand that cooperation and profitability
are key to a successful and lasting, sustainable
approach to business. Which is why Kawacom,
works with all the players in the coffee sector —
growers, traders, roasters and retailers to stimulate
greater demand for and share knowledge, with the
aim of learning from each other about different
aspects of the supply chain.

Three elements that are crucial to our work
method are certification, centralized processing,
pre- and postharvest handling. Certification, such
as UTZ, Rainforest Alliance and Organic help us
comply with social and environmental standards.
Centralized processing enables us to process larger
volumes at the same time, whilst keeping the quality
consistent. Pre and post handling is about treating
coffee with care at each point along the process.

The Future looks Bright

Over the years we are reaching the goals of improved
quality and yield. We are ambitious to improve
even further and aim for strong partnerships with
farmers and roasting companies/ traders who
share the same motivation. Good quality coffee, fair
prices. We consider it to be our challenge to link
coffee producers from Uganda to coffee consumers
all over the world and grow together.
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KAWACOM is recognized as
the guarantor of high quality
Robusta and Arabica coffee
production within Uganda.
Over the last seven years the
company has positioned itself as
the market leader in innovation,
having spearheaded the
development of the first organic
coffee projects in the country.
Founded in early 1996, Kawacom
focused mainly on the export
of natural Uganda Robusta’s,
but with the successful
implementation of processing
and export procedures, Kawacom
has since moved forward into
both the washed and unwashed
Arabica’s. In 1998 Kawacom
launched an official program of
organic certification, bringing
Uganda to the forefront of the
coffee industry as the leading
producer of Organic coffee in
Sub-Saharan Africa. Kawacom
was the first producer to export
Organic coffee and continues
to work with farmers and their
communities to ensure quality
and sustainable agriculture.
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REMOVAL OF

COFFEE
TRADE OBSTACLES
A POSSIBILITY IN UGANDA

1.0 Introduction
The theme for this year is “Sustainable Coffee
Production through a Cooperative Model and
Community Development”. This can only be a reality
if the coffee trade obstacles are removed through
effective advocacy. New coffee trade obstacles should
also be stopped or prevented from emerging through
health policy dialogue and engagement.
The root of the noun (advocacy) is to advocate derived
from a Latin word in Roman law - advocare, meaning
to “add” a “voice.” Advocate’s role was to plead cases in
front of a court of law – hence verb form advocate and
noun advocacy, to describe the work of an advocate.
Therefore, advocacy is tool for “putting a problem on
the agenda, providing a solution to that problem and
building support for acting on both the problem and
the solution”. Advocacy is a group effort focused on
changing particular public policies. It is an effort to
influence government policy in an open and transparent
manner and to represent the views of members of a
particular group by making their positions known to
legislators, regulators, and other policymakers. It can
also be defined as the act of influencing, or attempting
to influence, the way that a policy maker thinks about,
and acts on, an issue.

2.1 Procedural Coffee Trade Barriers
Limited Knowledge and Skills in Coffee Trade

i)

UCF research found out that the new market entrants
do not know coffee trade dynamics. Even the old
ones as well as the staff of the regulator do not fully
understand the coffee trade dynamics such as the
trade risks, the evolution of existing markets as well
as the new markets opening up. This obstacle leads to
improper documentation, delayed shipments leading
to a high rate of defaults on contracts and high rate
of loan defaults especially by the small and medium
sized coffee exporting companies.

ii)

Lack of harmonized and information flow
(Communication)

2.0 Coffee Trade Obstacles

The Private Sector Coffee Organisations (PSCOs)
do not have clear professional advocacy practices
and are not coordinated. They usually employ
lobbying rather than advocacy techniques. They
employ guerilla practices and as a result, they end
up reacting to already enacted policies. For instance,
the PSCOs reacted to the 1% withholding tax (WHT)
on agricultural supplies after it had been enacted
into law. Although the pressure they exerted led to
its removal, the companies had paid this tax for a
whole year. This obstacles leads to loss of income
as in the case of 1% WHT. This also leads to reduced
production on the part of farmers since high costs to
exporters translate into low prices to the producers,
which is a disincentive to production. Producers
may switch to alternative crops. Loss of income to
exporters may also cause closure of some businesses
and hence reducing the numbers of SMEs in coffee
trade.

Under MARKUP funded by the European Union, UCF
has conducted a study to identify the obstacles to coffee
trade. The obstacles were identified and divided into
three categories, namely; 1) Procedural coffee trade
barriers; 2) Quality and Standards Obstacles, and 3)
Obstacles related to the general policy trade issues

The Uganda Revenue Authority (URA) systems
are down about 90 % of the time. This delays URA
operations and hence leading delays on the part of
coffee exporters. Sometimes submission of hard
copies during export processes is required. This
leads to increased storage expenses and may also

This article presents the current obstacles to coffee
trade in Uganda and the strategy of UCF and other
private sector coffee organisations (PSCOs) to engage
the relevant policy makers to eradicate the obstacles
through effective advocacy. It also highlights their
strategies of effective policy dialogue and engagement
to create a conducive environment for coffee trade.
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lead to missing shipping lines and sometimes to
contract defaults.

and hence there is limited reward to quality and
sustainable coffee production. This leads to loss of
revenue and income that would otherwise be realized
from premiums prices. This leads to demotivation for

iii) The Coffee Export Documentation
Thirty (30) steps (from registration to coffee
export) are recorded on Uganda Trade Portal.
The research revealed that the traders repeat
visits to the same office over 5 times and that the
same documents are submitted to offices over
5 times. Coercion for business in the process of
obtaining documentation was also reported by
some companies. This obstacle leads to incurring
unnecessary expenses, time wastage and limited
competition as this discourages many SMEs from
participating in coffee trade.

iv) Delayed Registration, Inspection, Certification and Turn-Around Time
It was found out that quality and phyto-sanitary
certificates are only issued in Kampala City. It
was also found out that UCDA quality controllers
did not take calibration readings correctly. SMEs
spend a lot of time and money to ensure export
documentation is obtained. Some SMEs have to
move to different location for clearance including
transporting coffee samples. This obstacle leads to
increased expenses and time wastage in obtaining
export certificates. This usually leads to missing
shipment and hence defaulting on coffee trade
contracts and loss of income.

v)

Poor Transport System

SMEs are forced to use the high cost road transport
as it is the only efficient mode of cargo transport
by land
Though Uganda has been emphasizing road
infrastructure, some roads are still bad. This
sometimes leads to coffee thefts and loss of coffee
in transit. Lack of cooperation between EAC
countries was also detected by the study. This
was either because of political tension between
countries or unfulfilled business promises.
For instance has not fulfilled her promise of
constructing the railway line to connect with
the rest of the EAC railway system to facilitate
trade. The SMEs also complained about multiple
weigh bridges and numerous stops on the road by
authorities. Ultimately, the exporters incur high
costs incurred for transportation of cargo; slow
and delayed delivery; missed shipping which may
lead to defaulting on coffee trade contracts.

vi) Inadequate Branding of Ugandan Coffee

Although Uganda coffee is used to blend other
coffees globally, it is not visible on international
markets. Branding has been in policy since 2006.
The lack of visibility, credibility, customer loyalty
leads to loss of revenue and income that would
otherwise be realized from premiums prices.

vii) Limited Alternative Coffee Trading Options
Specialty coffees are sold as ordinary coffees
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sustainable quality coffee production.

2.2 Quality and Standard Obstacles
Use of Methyl Bromide (MB)

i)

MB was banned international in 2015. India requires
all imports to be sprayed with MB at origin or pay
high fines for spraying on arrival. Spraying with MB
is allowed at port Mombasa at a high fee. India buys
large under-grades of Uganda coffee and she is 4 th
largest buyer of Ugandan coffee. This poses a potential
trade ban, if MB is used in Uganda. This high cost of
fumigation leads to loss of revenue and income.

ii)

The Sudan Standards

Many buyers in Europe and Saudi Arabia are requesting
for the Sudan Standard. However, there are only two
accredited laboratories (Uganda National Beaural of
Standards and Chemiphar) in Uganda are accredited
by SSMO to carryout chemical analysis. There are
several labs in Kenya but the coffee trade requirement
is that loading should be inspected and the containers
sealed at origin. This leads to inability to penetrate
the Maghreb triangle. The lab-tests are expensive
leading to reduced margins. Inadequate number of
testing laboratories leads to delayed shipments and
may result into default of coffee trade contracts.

2.3 Obstacles Related to General Trade
Policy Issues
Mixed Containerization

i)

Under the current UCDA statute, SMEs are not allowed
to mix coffee grades in same container. This usually
affects exporters of specialty coffee whose volumes
may not be enough to fill a container. The alternative
to this is air transport which is more expensive leading
to reduction of the coffee traders’ margins.

ii)

Limited Coffee Grades

UCDA statue (third schedule) lists coffee grade to be
traded from Uganda, namely; screens 18, 15 and 12.
However, international coffee buyers are increasingly
getting specific on grade and hence the need to trade
other screens such as screens 17, 16 and 14. This usually
affects exporters of specialty coffee. This obstacle leads
to loss of business to coffee re-exporting countries that
further separate the screens for re-export.

iii) Multiple Taxes on Coffee
Producers are paying for 1% CESS. The new National
Coffee Bill proposes an increase from 1% to 2 % CESS.
Other taxes include 1% LST, 2% GST, 18% VAT. MAAIF
is proposing the Village Agent Model (VAM) that
attracts a total tax of 3%. For every tax added exporters
factor it in the business calculation and push it onto
the farmer. This as a net effect of less youth engaging
in coffee as its not seen lucrative thus increase rural-
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urban migration leading to low production and
productivity. This also leads to more coffee land to
be lost to alternative crops such as sugarcane. This
will leave coffee farming to the elderly and hence
no sustainable coffee production and a decline in
tradable coffee volumes.

iv)

the regional workshop in Arusha, Tanzania and were
equipped with skills and techniques of launching
effective advocacy campaigns.
ITC will coach national sector associations to
analyze obstacle root cause of the identified
obstacles, identify policy options and develop
position paper to advocate for the removal of the
identified obstacles. The advocacy skills of the
EAC Associations (including UCF) will further be
strengthened in a study trip to Brussels, where the
Trade Support Institutions (TSIs), including UCF
will meet with EU officers and stakeholders in the
regional business advocacy.

The Coffee Bill 2018

The new National Coffee bill contains some bad
clauses that discourage coffee producers. The
coffee producers might opt for alternative crops,
leading to a decline in tradable coffee volumes.

3.0 How to remove the coffee Trade
Obstacles
Uganda Coffee Federation (UCF) has partnered
with the International Trade Centre (ITC) and the
East African Business Council (EABC) under the
EU-EAC MARKUP regional development initiative,
which aims to contribute to the economic growth
of the East African Community (EAC) through
supporting increased exports of agribusiness
and horticultural products, promoting regional
integration and access the European market. The
partnership is focused on improving the business
environment for the coffee sector, with a focus on
removal of export-related trade barriers, leading
to increased regional and international trade in
coffee.
ITC, under MARKUP project, has already coached
national sector associations to map key procedural
and regulatory challenges and develop trade
obstacle paper. UCF has produced a Coffee Trade
Obstacle paper, which has identified several
procedural obstacles; technical barriers (TBT) and
sanitary phytosanitary (SPS) barriers, as well as
general trade policy obstacles that negatively impact
on regional and international trade for coffee. The
paper also proposes several recommendations on
how to address the identified obstacles in order
to enhance the export of coffee regionally and
internationally.
ITC has also conducted the first regional training
workshop on business advocacy techniques and
building consensus on key common trade obstacles
and common positions in the East African Region.
The UCF President and Executive Director attended

ITC will conduct the 2 nd regional workshop to
identify objectives across the national position
papers and engage in regional PPD
Lastly, ITC will national sector associations
(including UCF) to finalize and validate the national
position papers and organize awareness raising

4.0 Strategies to Prevent Coffee
Trade Obs
New coffee trade obstacles should also be stopped
or prevented from emerging through health policy
dialogue and engagement. UCF has come up with
the following strategies to that effect:
i)

UCF Monthly newsletter that will gather news, some
of which will help detect any issues that may develop into coffee trade obstacles that need discussion
through Policy Dialogue and engagement.

ii) Quarterly coffee breakfast meetings with all PSCOs
to come up with positions on any detected issues that
may develop into coffee trade obstacles.
iii) Quarterly luncheons with policy makers (such as
UCDA, MAAIF, MTIC etc.) to discuss any detected
issues that may develop into coffee trade obstacles.
iv) A UCF board sub-committee of “Policy Dialogue and
engagement” has been elected to inform UCF board
about any detected issues that may develop into
coffee trade obstacles.
v) Quarterly UCF board meetings will discuss any
detected issues that may develop into coffee trade
obstacles and forward them to policy makers (such as
UCDA, MAAIF, MTIC etc.) for more discussion.
By: Executive Director, UCF
George W. Byamukama
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CONCERNS OF
PRIVATE
SECTOR COFFEE
ORGANISATIONS(PSCOs)
ABOUT THE NATIONAL
COFFEE BILL
(BILL NO.20)

1.0 Introduction

At the 36th Parliamentary sitting held on
Tuesday 30th April, 2019, the National Coffee
Bill (NCB) was read for the first time and it
was referred to the Sectoral Committee of
Agriculture Animal Industry and Fisheries for
consideration. The Committee invited some
PSCOs such as Uganda National Farmers
Federation (UNFFE) and Uganda Quality
Coffee Traders and Processors Association
(UQCTPA) among others to present their
views on the National Coffee Bill.
The Private Sector Coffee Organisations
(PSCOs) recognize the importance of the
National Coffee Bill (Bill No.20). The Bill is
generally appreciated and will go a long way
to improve the coffee industry and facilitate the
coffee road map implementation. However,
some clauses of the Bill, if not amended are
believed to have some serious impacts on the
coffee industry and the coffee road map whose
goal is to increase coffee exports from 4.7M
bags in 2019 to 20M bags in 2025.
Due to the importance of the NCB, all the
PSCOs deemed it necessary to meet and
harmonize their views their views on the
Bill. Hence, on 4th August 2019 at Kati-kati
Restaurant, Chairpersons and CEOs of all
Private Sector Coffee Organisations (PSCOs)
held a meeting to discuss the National Coffee
Bill and its impact on the Coffee industry and

the Coffee road map. The PSCOs that were
represented at the meeting were Uganda
Coffee Federation (UCF), International
Women’s Coffee Alliance (IWCA), Uganda
Quality Coffee Traders and Processors
Association (UQCTPA), ABN, Uganda
National Farmers Federation (UNFFE),
Large Scale Coffee Farmers Association
(LSFA), Uganda Agro-input Dealers
(UNADA), Café Africa, Uganda Coffee
Farmers Association (UCFA). The clauses
presented in section 2.0 below were found
lacking by the PSCOs.

2.0 National Coffee Bill
Clauses That Need
To Be Amended
The PSCOs agreed in the meeting that there
are concerns about some clauses/ sections
of the Bill indicated below. The meeting
of PSCOs also made general observations
about the draft Bill.
Part 3 (d) states that UCDA will register
value chain actors at various levels to form
an apex body of the coffee value chain.
The PSCOs would rather suggest that the
Bill should offer assistance to the existing
Private Sector Coffee Organisations
(PSCOs) to form an apex body that will
help the coffee regulator to discharge of the
functions of the Authority.
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Clause 7 talks about the Coffee inspectors but it
does not indicate whether the appointed coffee
inspectors shall be at national level or sub
national level. If it is local level it may have social
implications and at National level it may have
issues related to efficiency and regularity and
costly.
Clause 11 talks about provision of extension
services by UCDA. However, the Bill should
demonstrate consistency regarding the single
spine extension system as adopted by MAAIF
and therefore UCDA should implement the single
spine extension system. Therefore, the PSCOs
propose that the Bill should provide for involving
PSCOs in provision of agricultural extension
services.
The PSCOs agree with Clauses 26 and 27 about
farmer registration and maintaining a National
Register of Coffee Farmers. However, the PSCOs
propose that Farmer Registration be conducted by
Value Chain actors / players themselves through
their affiliated groups. Many value chain operators
already have farmer registration schedules. To
have it as a national activity would be too costly as
there are too many farmers to register. The role of
the Authority would be getting data from private
sector players with farmer registers. Therefore,
Clauses 26 and 27 should either be removed from
the bill or rephrased to embrace the cooperation
of UCDA with private sector players in ensuring
smooth registration.
The PSCOs believe that Clause 28 about deregistration of coffee farmers will affect the Coffee
Road Map. Farmers should be assisted to practice
the recommended agronomic and post-harvest
handling practices rather than de-registering
them. Therefore, the PSCOs propose that Clause
28 be deleted from the Bill.
Clause 30 talks about registration of coffee nursery
operators however the process of application
and registration may create unnecessary
bureaucracies in the registration processes.
Madam Speaker, the PSCOs observe that Clause
35 (Power to issue licenses) is tantamount to
over regulation. Over regulation discourages
investment. In our neighboring Countries, this
has negatively impacted their Coffee Value Chain.
Clause 38 states that “The Authority shall
determine and regulate the types and varieties
of coffee grown”. Members proposes that this be
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restated as “The Authority shall recommend
the types and varieties of coffee grown”.
(Submitted by UCF).
The PSCOs do not second clause 52 about
the Coffee Auction System because it delays
farmers’ payments and this has driven down
production and discouraged investments
in our neighboring countries. The current
marketing system in Uganda helps farmers
to get above 80% of the export price and
payments to farmers are made on cash basis.
Let us maintain our current selling system
but support farmers to collectively market
and also develop their skills in export trade,
and build their capital base to participate in
exporting their coffee. Therefore, the PSCOs
propose that Clause 52 be deleted from the
Bill.
Clause 54(d) states that if a farmer neglects
a coffee farm, they will be arrested or fined.
This part of the clause is unfair to the coffee
farmers as the abandonment of the coffee
farm maybe beyond their control such as
the cases of sickness, inadequate family
labor, inability to obtain hired labor and
other agro inputs. In a free market economy
there is a presumption of free entry and free
exit. Therefore, coffee farmers must have a
choice on which agri-businesses to engage
in or abandon. By restricting farmers to
particular agri-businesses, the free choice
of farmers is curtailed and the commodity
trade become illiberal. This is against the
broader free market policies Government.
Instead of forcing farmers to engage in
coffee growing, they should be sensitized
about the benefits of engaging in the most
lucrative agricultural value chain in Uganda.
Therefore, the PSCOs strongly recommend
that Clause 54(d) be deleted from the bill
due to its unfairness and its negative impact
on the coffee road map.
The PSCOs have also made general
observations on the NCB on the issues
of Technology and Innovation; Research
agenda;
institutional
arrangement;
financing mechanism; updating databases;
conflicting roles of UCDA (developmental
roles versus regulatory role); and the role
of farmer led extension services in form of
innovations and technologies.
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The PSCOs observe that the Bill is generally
silent about technologies such as tissue
culture and the use of driers that have a great
potential of addressing serious challenges
that are facing the coffee industry such as
inadequate multiplication of recommended
coffee types and varieties. The Bill would go
a long way to address challenges posed in
clause 54 (offences and penalties) .The Bill
ought to allow for technological innovation
around controlling moisture content in
commodities. There already exists efficient
environmentally friendly drying technologies.
Moreover, Climate change with its unseasonal
rains and droughts bring uncertainty. By
insisting that farmers MUST dry the coffee, we
reduce liquidity and risk of mold at farm level.
Therefore, the PSCOs propose that bill should
make provisions for enhancing technologies
and innovation to address the challenges
posed in clause 54 (offences and penalties).
The PSCOs observe that the Bill is silent about
the Research Agenda.
The Bill proposes a clear institutional
arrangement. However it’s not clarifying the
roles of UCDA, MAAIF Agricultural Extension
Directorate and the National Coffee Research
Institute (NACORI). The Bill also proposes
a Financing mechanism however, there is
already Agriculture Financing Policy in the
Pipeline by MAAIF and therefore it should
be under consideration by the Bill. The Bill
doesn’t stipulate clearly the functionality
of the price policy committee in the remedy
section.
The PSCOs note that UCDA plays two
conflicting roles (developmental role versus
the regulatory). To make Uganda Coffee
subsector competitive, the institutional set up,
among other things is extremely important.
More so avoiding conflict of interest, by any
institution, is of paramount importance. The
conflict of interest on the part of UCDA has
partly affected the coffee sub-sector for some
time. This bill is considered as a big opportunity
to iron out UCDA’s conflict of interest posed
by playing both the developmental and
regulatory roles. However, this Bill continues
to uphold a dual role to a single institution
called UCDA. Therefore, the PSCOs propose
that Uganda Coffee Development Authority
(UCDA) transforms into Uganda Coffee
Regulatory Authority (UCRA) to perform

the regulatory function and relinquish the
developmental role to the private sector. The
economy should be private sector led and
regulated by government.
The PSCOs agree with Clause 12 (functions of
the regional extension officers) However, the
role of farmer led extension services in form
of innovations and technologies is neglected.
Therefore, the PSCOs propose that “farmer led
extension services in form of innovations and
technologies” be included in the bill.
Therefore, the PSCOs note that the above
concerns about the mentioned clauses/sections
of the Bill as well as the general observations
need to be taken seriously by your Parliament
if we are to have a vibrant Coffee Industry.

3.0 Action taken by the
PSCOs
All the above concerns have been brought to
the attention of the Speaker of the Parliament
of Uganda in National Coffee Bill Petition.
The purpose of this petition is to request the
Parliament of Uganda to have the National
Coffee Bill-2018 (Bill No.20) amended to
address the concerns elaborated above. The
PSCOs believe that if the NCB is amended, it
will go a long way in assisting the coffee subsector to pursue the coffee road map goal.
By: Executive Director, UCF
George W. Byamukama
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The Village Agent Model
And Uganda’s Coffee Sector:

FACTS AND MYTHS
The village agent model has helped
Ugandan farmers—particularly coffee,
maize, and bean farmers—increase their
access to reliable markets, improve the
quality of their produce, and adopt good
agricultural practices. The Village Agent
Model is now being rolled out nationally
by MAAIF so that it can reach even more
farmers, middlemen, and buyers. National
coffee organizations have diligently
engaged in working with the Ministry to
shape the model to maximize the positive
impact it can have for coffee and minimize
any negative impacts. This article provides
more information about the village agent
model and it addresses many of the myths
about the model that are circulating in the
coffee sector.

By Jennifer Scheer, USAID
Uganda Learning Activity

What is the village agent model?

The village agent model is rooted in the private
sector and is focused on the role of the middleman.
The model encourages produce aggregators—who
buy from farmers and sell to larger buyers and
processors—to expand the services they provide
to farmers. Middlemen transition from being a
simple broker to being a village agent when they
offer a wider range services to farmers like helping
them obtain quality seeds and fertilizers, providing
technical assistance, and supporting them with postharvest handling. Additional examples of the services
village agents might provide for crop production are
provided in Table 1. Each village agent operates as a
private business and determines which services may
be of use in his or her area.
Middlemen are incentivized to provide additional
services because they benefit from increased sales’
commissions as they help farmers to grow more
crops, raise more livestock, and improve the quality
of their agricultural products.
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Table 1. Sample services that village agents can offer to coffee farmers
Pre-Production

Production

Harvest/PostHarvest
Harvesting
Drying on trays or
tarpaulins

Crop insurance

Input supply

Soil testing

Planting

Crop inspection (for
banks, insurance, and
out-grower schemes)

Weeding

Hulling/husking

Digital farmer profiling

Pesticide spraying

Sorting

Marketing
Bulking/aggregation
Rural banking and digital
finance
Sales of non-agricultural
products like solar and
airtime

Source: Adapted from FAQ BOOK MAIL 2018

What are the benefits of the village agent model?

The typical village agent model is driven by traders. The way it usually works is as follows: village agents are
selected by traders or exporters from among their trusted aggregators  village agents are trained on
topics such as good agricultural practices, use of inputs, post-harvest handling, and record keeping  village
agents share knowledge with farmers  farmers acquire improved inputs from village agents and adopt good
agricultural practices  farmer increase their yields and improve produce quality  farmers sell more and
better-quality produce to village agents who receive larger commissions  farmer and village agent incomes
increase and buyers receive more marketable produce  all participants reap financial rewards for their
efforts and are incentivized to continue with the model.

What exactly is a “village agent”?

The key players in the village agent model are shown in Figure 1. Each participant is a common link in
agricultural value chains, but they go by a variety of names. The village agent model typically refers to the
chain of: “farmers” who produce agricultural commodities, “village agents” who aggregate these products and
support farmers to increase production, “traders” who buy the produce from village agents, and “buyers” at
the end of the value chain.
Figure 1.Village agent model actors and synonyms

Farmer

- Producer
- Rural producer
organization
- Farmer group
- Area Co-operative
Enterprise

Village Agent

- Aggregator
- Produce buyer
- Buying agent
- Village procurement officer
- Village broker
- Village loan shark

Trader

- Processor
- Co-operative
- Farmer organization

Buyer

- Exporter
- Processor
- End buyer
- Big buyer

Source: Adapted from MAAIF. (2019). Integrating the Village Agent Model (VAM) into Agric. Extension System.

How did the village agent model start?

The village agent model has evolved organically in Uganda over the last decade or so. Sasakawa Global 2000
developed the first iteration of the model with their Commodity Association Trader/Trainer program. USAID’s
Commodity Production and Marketing Activity (CPM) further developed the model and renamed it the
“village agent model”. Other examples include: DFID’s implementation of the village agent model in Northern
Uganda and Kilimo Trust, which incorporates the model into various projects in East Africa. Together, these
development projects have reached over 500,000 Ugandan farmers.

How has the coffee sector been involved in the village agent model?

Coffee farmers and traders were very involved with the CPM Activity. These included 107,283 coffee farmers
who were able to access new technology and management practices through their village agents. The village
agents worked with approximately 60 traders who sold coffee to 10 buyers, including major international
exporters and processors.
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Is the Village Agent Model mandatory?

No. There are a number of myths circulating about
the Village Agent Model.1 One myth is that farmers
will be required to participate in the Village Agent
Model. This is not true. The Ministry of Agriculture,
Animal Industry and Fisheries (MAAIF) has been
very clear that farmers, middlemen, and buyers can
participate in the model if they think it will benefit
them. But, it is not a requirement. It is voluntary.

I have heard that coffee stakeholders
were intentionally left out of village
agent model meetings. Is this true?

No. Coffee was one of only three crops—along with
maize and beans—that were covered by the CPM
Activity. In this way, coffee stakeholders have long
been involved with the village agent model. When
trainings more recently began to expand the reach
of the model beyond those three value chains, coffee
stakeholders were accidentally excluded from the
invitation list. This was a complete mistake and was
not intentional in any way. Following that mistake,
significant attention was given to sensitize coffee
stakeholders.

Will there only be one village agent for
coffee for each parish or sub-county?

No. Since the Village Agent Model is private sectordriven, middlemen and traders can independently
decide whether village agents are a good idea for
their businesses. There will be as many or as few
village agents in each sub-county as is financially
viable. Village agents and traders also decide the
crops on which they wish to focus their efforts.

Will coffee traders be able to work in
only one district?

No. As noted earlier, traders can choose whether
or not to participate in the Village Agent Model. For
traders who do participate, they can continue to
operate in their current districts, expand into new
districts, or focus on fewer districts.Traders will need
to pay a seasonal fee of 120,00 Ugandan Shillings in
every district in which they participate in the Village
Agent Model.

What are the details of the Village
Agent Model that MAAIF has
developed?

MAAIF adopted the Village Agent Model as a way of
helping farmers transition from subsistence farming
to commercial agriculture, which is a major goal of
1 In this article, village agent model is written in lower case when referring to the general model and is
capitalized when referring to the Ministry of Agriculture,
Animal Industry and Fisheries Village Agent Model.
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the National Development Plan II.
In addition to the overall benefits of the village
agent model, the Ministry focused its Village Agent
Model on providing agricultural extension services
to farmers. This focus is due to the shortage of
extension workers in Uganda and village agents’
ability to consistently reach farmers in remote areas
through ongoing relationships. However, a recent
study found that “village agents can provide limited
agricultural extension services and can mobilize
famers but should not be relied upon to meet the
full extension needs of farmers,” due to the limited
financial incentives they face and the insufficient
technical knowledge they possess (Scheer and
Ariko 2019).
Contracts between farmers and village agents are
required under MAAIF’s Village Agent Model and
include two main components: 1) the cost of inputs
provided by the village agent or trader must be
repaid by the farmer in cash or in-kind; and 2) at
least 65 percent of the crop must be sold at market
price to the village agent. The goals of the contracts
are to formalize markets, facilitate financing for
traders, and provide assurance that farmers will sell
to those village agents who have taken time to train
them on good agricultural practices.
The Uganda Local Governments’ Association
(ULGA) is proposing that fees be included in the
Village Agent Model to provide incentives for
districts to promote the Model. These fees include
a 5,000-shilling fee per farmer per season as well
as a 120,000-shilling fee per trader per season for
those who choose to participate in the Village Agent
Model.These fees will be used for district production
staff to train village agents and for the enforcement
of quality standards by local enforcement units in
each village where the Village Agent Model is active.
ULGA also proposes a 1 percent Local Service
Tax for local government revenue generation and,
where applicable, a 2 percent Goods and Services
Tax on the traded produce. These taxes would be
in addition to the coffee cess, which is levied on all
coffee exports.
Sensitization and training of district technical
staff and political leaders as well as traders and
prospective village agents have already begun and
have included participation from individuals in all
but one of Uganda’s districts. The Village Agent
Model is a national program, but it can be adopted
and customized by individual districts (MAAIF
2018c p.9). A draft ordinance has been prepared for
this purpose, but no districts have adopted it so far.
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ur work in East Africa with smallholder
communities is centered around primary
procurement. We source coffee from over
thirteen thousand smallholder farmers from
the coffee-growing regions of Mount Elgon,
Kasese and Greater Bushenyi in Uganda. Our
engagement with these farmers is not only
limited around procurement alone but we
support these smallholder farmers and their
families with agricultural literacy through
training to improve yields, income and overall
livelihood.

for smallholders and more precise details for
customers who need to make critical choices
about financial interventions, such as agritraining, school or healthcare infrastructure.

At Olam, we are driven by our ambitious
corporate Purpose to Re-imagine Global
Agriculture and Food Systems within our ethos
of Growing Responsibly. Through our Purpose,
we aim to achieve 3 outcomes: Prosperous
farmers and food systems: Re-designing
farming and food value chains so that all
players profit fairly from their work; Thriving
communities: Re-vitalizing rural communities
so that the people who produce food, feed and
fibre can live well; Re-generation of the living
world: Regenerating nature, to restore the
balance between agriculture and ecosystems
in living landscapes.

These farmer groups have also enabled us to
effectively connect farmers to Village Savings
and Loan Associations. Coupled with the
emergence of mobile money within the last
decade, it has gone a long way to guaranteed
payment and lending schemes have been
proven to significantly boost how farmers access
financing.

Our longstanding existence in these
communities has given us the understanding
of how and when to invest in smallholder
through field training in modern agricultural
technics, offer credit in the form of inputs such
as seedlings, fertilizers and even farm tools.
By organizing these coffee growers into farmer
groups, we can better implement solutions
not only limited to Climate-smart agricultural
practices or inputs but innovative solutions
in the form of digital and mobile services. For
example, in 2015, Olam launched the Olam
Farmer Information System (OFIS) which
enables us to better understand our farming
communities, to invest appropriately and
measure improvement. The OFIS platform
allows our field staff the ability to map and
survey farms via an Android App with the direct
upload of the data to provide tailored support

Till date, close to Eleven thousand smallholder
coffee farmers in Uganda have been registered on
OFIS. The platform has tremendous potential in
supporting these smallholders with personalised
farm development plans such as when and how
to prune based on the exact age of the trees, can
be texted directly to the farmer’s mobile phone.

Simply put, the right partnerships are imperative
to transform how agriculture is being done
across Africa. The right partnerships between
organizations will provide complementary
services and add value to the Uganda coffee
sector. Our partnership with IITA ushered in their
expertise in farmer segmentation and profiling
which assist in how we deploy solutions for
farmers.
To secure crop for customers and feed the
growing population tomorrow, we must help
rural communities thrive today by unlocking
value for the farmers and farming
communities.
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CONCERNS
OF PRIVATE
SECTOR COFFEE
ORGANISATIONS
(PSCOs) ABOUT
THE VILLAGE
AGENT MODEL
(VAM)
1.0

T

Introduction

he Private Sector Coffee Organisations
(PSCOs) have learnt about the Village Agent
Model (VAM). The PSCOs understand that this
is a concept developed by Ministry of Agriculture
Animal Industry and Fisheries (MAAIF) and that
MAAIF intends to integrate it into the Agricultural
Extension System. The PSCOs further understand
that VAM was developed because there was need
for effective extension as a way of changing tactics
in order to reach farmers effectively at a parish
level.

On 18 April 2018, the Uganda Coffee Federation
convened a breakfast meeting Serena Hotel to
discuss the possible impact of the Village Agent
Model (VAM) on the coffee sector. Uganda Coffee
Federation (UCF) is an umbrella non-profit
organization for Coffee farmers and farmer
groups/associations/cooperatives; agro input
dealers and their associations; coffee traders
and their associations; coffee processors; coffee
exporters; coffee transporters; international
coffee trading houses abroad; collateral managers;
clearing and forwarding companies as well as
banks and insurance companies that support the
Ugandan coffee value chain. The meeting was held
at the Serena International Conference Centre in
Kampala. The VAM task force made a presentation
to the meeting about the way the VAM is intended
to work.

2.0

How the VAM is intended to Work

In summary, the VAM is intended to tackle three issues. The
first issue is “the insufficient penetration of advisory; inputs
and financial service delivery to farmers due to scarcity
of Government of Extension workers”. The second issue is
“Low investments in farmer support”. The third issue is “Low
revenue collection by District Local Governments (DLGs)”.

In a bid to solve the issue of “the insufficient penetration
of advisory; inputs and financial service delivery to farmers
due to scarcity of Government of Extension workers”, MAAIF
intends to train Village Agents (VAs) as extension agents
and linking them to suppliers and financial institutions
so as to increase farmers’ access to services. VAs are to
be proposed by traders to operate with 100-200 farmers.
The Vas will then be endorsed by the farmers, trained and
licensed by the DLGs. Participating farmers will pay a
registration fee of UGX 5,000 per season to the VAs, to be
shared between the VA, the Agricultural Officer (AO) and
the Enforcement staff.
In order to tackle the issue of “Low investments in farmer
support”, traders will be assigned an operational area in the
district through a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU)
at a fee of UGX 120,000 per year. VAs will sign seasonal
produce delivery contracts with farmers, to be witnessed
and endorsed by AOs and enforced by the parish based
Economic Tribunals. Farmers will have to supply at least
65% of the produce volume as agreed in the contract to
the VA.

In order to tackle the issue of “Low revenue collection by
DLGs”, the contracts will allow the DLG to collect a 1%
Local Service Tax, and, where applicable, a 2% Goods and
Services Tax, on the traded produce. The taxes are collected
by URA at the end-destination of the produce (a processor
or exporter) on the basis of the farmer contracts and a
way-bill for each bag of produce. 65% of the collected tax
flows back to the district, of which 65% will flow back to
the sub county from where the product originates.

On 14th August 2019 at Kati-Kati Restaurant, Chairpersons
and CEOs of Private Sector Coffee Organisations (PSCOs)
held a meeting to discuss the VAM effectiveness and
its impact on the coffee industry. The PSCOs that were
represented at the meeting were Uganda Coffee Federation
(UCF), International Women in Coffee Alliance (IWCA),
Uganda Quality Coffee Traders and Processors Association
(UQCTPA), ABN, Uganda National Farmers Federation
(UNFFE), Large Scale Coffee Farmers Association (LSFA),
Uganda Agro-input Dealers Association (UNADA), Café
Africa, Uganda Coffee Farmers Association (UCFA). The
concerns presented in 3.0 below were raised the PSCOs.

3.0

Concerns of PSCOs on VAM

On the issue of “insufficient penetration of advisory, input
and financial service delivery”, all the PSCOs agreed that
a greater penetration of services to farmers through a
combination of public and private extension agents is
needed. VAs can play a role to increase service delivery,
but there should be room for other models as well, such
as those through farmer organisations; cooperatives and
alliances; and private extension services. The PSCOs are of
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the opinion that farmers must have a choice on whom
will be their extension agent, and who would be their
buying agent and traders. By restricting traders and VAs
to particular sub-counties and villages, the free choice
of farmers is curtailed and the commodity trade is deliberalized. This is against the broader liberalization
policies of the Government.

On the issue of “low investments in farmer support”, all
the PSCOs express grave concerns about the feasibility
of the farmers contracting system. In the VAM model
all the seasonal VA-farmer contracts will have to be
witnessed and endorsed by the AO. In practice this
would be anything between 5,000 and 20,000 contracts
per season per AO. The PSCOs, therefore note that it was
physically and logistically impossible for any person to
handle such a volume. Also other practical issues, such
as who would pay for the cost of contracting (paper,
printing, notarization and storing), and for the Tribunal
in case of disputes, are not yet clarified, and will cause
the system to collapse.
On the issue of “low revenue collection by DLGs”, all the
PSCOs note that, although increasing local revenue
collection is probably needed, revenue collection should
not be mixed up with extension service delivery for
various reasons:

i.

Revenue collection is not a function of extension but
of Uganda Revenue Authority, which should device
its own systems and procedures to tax persons and
businesses in a transparent and equitable manner.
As the proposed system works with willing farmers,
it appears that the paying of LST and GST tax is
subject to the “willingness” of a farmer to do so,
rather than on the basis of a transparent assessment
that applies equally to all citizens.

ii. It is feared that using the extension system for tax

collection would discredit the extension system,
and would make farmers to shun it.

iii. Coffee is already taxed through CESS, and that an

additional LST and GST tax would amount to double
taxation. Extra taxes on coffee are also contrary to
the coffee strategy and Roadmap, endorsed by the
President, to quadruple coffee production in the
next 10 to 15 years. Any taxes, whether paid by
farmers or traders would always be passed on to
farmers, and would make coffee a less attractive
crop versus other crops.

iv. The introduction of way-bills for transporters would

v.

lead to sub county and districts barriers to check
the origin and tax compliance of the truck loads.
This would bring the movement of commodities to
a standstill, or would likely lead to bribery and rentseeking.

The system assumes that produce moves from the
farm gate straight to the final processor. In actual
fact, the system is far more complicated. For coffee,
there may be bulking, hulling, grading and tertiary
processing, all at different locations, and how that
impacts on tax collection is not clear.
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vi. There is no law to govern the VAM, therefore, the

legality of the system is questioned. VAM touches
upon several national policies in Uganda with
respect to taxation and agricultural development.
The legality of the task-force is questioned.

vii. The VAM indicates more layers of money collected
from farmers which might encourage farmers to
opt for other crops.

viii. VAM would distort the issue of liberalization
ix. The contracting system is not feasible

x. Revenue collection should be a function of

URA and not Village Agents. Therefore, VAM is
a combination of conflicting initiatives which
should be avoided.

xi. Government should get a way of financing

extension and mixing extension and with taxation
is a risk to coffee farming. The farmers would
view the VAs as a tax collectors and shun them.

xii. The VAM taxation would tantamount to double
taxation

xiii. Coffee Farmers are already strained, VAM will put
much pressure and they might abandon coffee
farming

xiv. VAM would encourage smuggling of coffee across
borders

xv. The National Coffee Bill is silent about the VAM

Therefore, the PSCOs note that there are too many
uncertainties around the contracting and taxation
elements of the presented system to endorse it at this
stage. It is also noted MAAIF and DLGs are planning
to implement the VAM model without adequate
consultations with the stakeholders especially the
actors/players of the thirteen affected value chains
(including the coffee value chain).

4.0

Action taken by the PSCOs

All the above concerns have been brought to the
attention of the Speaker of the Parliament of Uganda
in a VAM Petition. The purpose of this petition is
to Uganda request the Parliament of Uganda to
order MAAIF and DLGs to put on hold the VAM
implementation until an independent study is carried
out to look into the merits and demerits of VAM.
Secondly the PSCOs have also written to the main
donors of VAM (USAID and DFID) to put VAM
funding on hold so that its implementation does not
commence until an independent study is carried out
to look into the merits and demerits of VAM.

USAID responded by hiring a consultant to look into
the merits and demerits of VAM. The consultancy
report which vindicates the concerns of PSCOs has
been submitted and presented. We await to see the
way forward of VAM.
By: Executive Director, UCF
George W. Byamukama
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CAN THE
COOPERATIVE
MODEL OFFER
VIABLE SOLUTIONS
TO COFFEE
FARMERS IN A
LIBERALIZED
ECONOMY?
By Kenneth Barigye
Approximately 80%
of Uganda’s population are involved
in agriculture, and the country is
the world’s eighth largest coffee
producer. Small scale coffee
producers who make up the bulk of
the producers face production and
marketing related problems ranging
from low access to quality inputs,
poor agronomic practices, very low
productivity, poor quality and low
prices offered by village merchants
who take advantage of the
fluctuating global coffee prices. To
support farmers to collectively solve
their problems, the government and
NGOs have over the years mobilized
and supported farmers to form
groups and cooperatives.

S

tarting with the Cooperative Societies
Act enactment in 1919, Uganda has
continued to provide an enabling
environment for cooperatives including
the Cooperative Societies Regulations of 1992
and more recent the Cooperative Development
Policy of 2011 and the East African Community
Cooperative Societies Act of 2014. All these
actions have been rooted in the recognition
that cooperatives are critical players in the
agricultural value-chains.

Although Uganda has put in place a legal
framework that supports cooperatives to
deliver services to their members aimed at
solving production and market challenges, the
liberalized economy in which cooperatives
operate in makes it tough for the cooperative
to succeed. By definition cooperatives are
‘autonomous associations of persons united
voluntarily to meet common economic, social,
and cultural needs and aspirations through a
jointly owned and democratically controlled
enterprise. Until efforts are in place to support
cooperatives to run as businesses instead of
social groups, more harm will continue to be
done in the unrealized potential and lost value.
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Due to their democratic nature, cooperatives’ culture
of cooperation has a tendency to focus more on social
inclusion. Whereas coffee cooperatives have succeeded
in places like Rwanda, Colombia or Brazil among others
to secure better terms of trade for their members, their
approach has been on raising coffee quality to what
the buyers expect. The Ugandan cooperative on the
other hand takes the lowest denominator in as far as
quality is concerned to ensure that all their members
have access to market. This is self-defeating as the
low-quality coffee can only attract the lowest prices.
What starts as an initiative for collective bargaining
to help the weak (producers of low volumes and poor
quality) instead ends up compromising the few strong
members (producer of high volumes and good quality).
A business entity that thrives on producing for a market
whether a service or product can only be sustainable if
the client receives consistent value.

Although Uganda has so many cooperatives, there
are just a handful that are running profitable or near
profitable businesses. According to a UNDP report of
2016, there is a total of 14,507 registered cooperatives
with a significant proportion being agricultural
marketing cooperatives. For the few cooperatives that
have been very successful in the coffee sector like
Ankole Coffee Processors Cooperative Union, Bukonzo
Joint, Kibinge and Bukonzo Organic Cooperative Union,
leaders have tough choices to make as any initiative
that makes it difficult for their lowest performer to
access services may leader to change in leadership.
Afterall, decisions are made by the majority in Annual
General Meetings and not necessarily by members
who have proven success in the coffee business as it
is in the private sector. All the above cooperatives have
visionary leaders who have built them with limited
support from boards. I say limited simply because the
boards have limited 3 to 5 year terms and by the 3rd
board you have a general manager with 9 to 15 years
experience running an international business who is
expected to get leadership oversight from farmers with
no experience in managing even small businesses.
To protect the members of the cooperatives, the legal
framework provides the government an opportunity
to support the cooperatives. It is however important
to differentiate between government support, which
is desirable, from government patronage and control,
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which in a bid to protect members restricts the
cooperative to operate like a normal private enterprise
operates. For example, if a cooperative is to borrow
money, an AGM has to make a decision on the maximum
liability and this decision has to be endorsed by the
ministry of cooperatives. This process, even for a
sophisticated cooperative, will take days. Unfortunately,
this requirement can not be done away with since the
fear of a few leaders borrowing beyond the cooperative’s
capacity is real.

Given the challenges explained above, and many others,
cooperatives can run sustainable businesses if their
members are successful in running their own businesses.
Work must start in building capabilities of the farmers
to run their farms as business based on data informed
and market led analysis. Once successful, the successful
farmers (not all farmers in that village) should form
small groups to supply better run businesses that are
ready for the international business before the best
groups come together to form cooperatives. Otherwise
starting from the top to build cooperatives that have
weak, and sometimes non existing primary societies
will have cooperatives that can survive for as long as
government and cooperatives subsidies are available.

The write is a Chairman of African Fine Coffees
Association, Uganda Chapter and a Managing Director
of Mountain Harvest a company established in 2017 in
response to the collapse of the Gumutindo Cooperative
as a coffee trader and exporter focused on specialty
coffee. The company aims to improve the livelihoods
of the farmers it sources from starting with the 800
farmers from six districts on the slopes of Mount Elgon.
Mountain Harvest aims to de-commodify its product
by providing roasters with top range green beans. To
improve the quality of coffee, Mountain Harvest is
investing heavily in processing (hiring capable staff,
training farmers and installing infrastructure). The
company is also supporting those farmers from whom
it is sourcing parchment in improving their practices
via training, kits and decentralized processing stations.
For its highest quality coffees MH is buying cherry and
processing it themselves. By selling those beans for
significantly higher prices, Mountain Harvest can buy
coffee at a premium, sharing the increased profit with
farmers.

Transforming Smallholder Coffee Farmers’ Livelihoods
through Ibero Uganda's Sustainable Sourcing Strategy
Over 1.5 million Ugandan families depend on

Based on the success in Uganda, NKG BLOOM is now

coffee as their main source of income. Due to low

going global with the goal of reaching 300,000 coffee

productivity their income hardly suffices for daily

families in 10 origins by 2030.

needs. Rethinking coffee sourcing, Ibero Uganda
set up NKG BLOOM Uganda as an integral part of

About Ibero Uganda

its operations in 2017. Our highly motivated staff

Founded in 1994, we are on a long-term mission of

provides high-quality fertilizer advances to farmers

providing the best internal marketing services that

at the time of the year when trees need to be

will ensure maximum benefit for the individual coffee

fertilized, as part of a 2-year crop nutrition program.

producers on the one hand and on the other hand to

Within two years of applying the fertilizers the farmers’

maintain the prestigious position of Ugandan coffee in

yields are expected to double. The fertilizer program

the international market. We have a team of dedicated

is part of our holistic and growing service package

experienced staff specialized in the respective areas of

including trainings on the best use of fertilizers and on

our daily business that include quality control at the

financial literacy, unconditional money advances via

various stages, export processing, logistics and risk

mobile money and market access.

management. Ibero Uganda is part of Neumann Kaffee
Gruppe, the world’s leading green coffee service group.

For more information, please visit our website:
uganda.nkgbloom.coffee
Or contact us:
Ibero Uganda
Gabrielle Rosenau
gabrielle.rosenau@nkg.coffee
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Frequently
Asked
Questions
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ABOUT
THE DRAFT
NATIONAL
COFFEE BILL
2018

The process for the revision of the coffee sub-sector law began in August 2013 when Cabinet
approved the National Coffee Policy, 2013. A Regulatory Impact Assessment (RIA) and consultative
meetings were held and Cabinet approved the Principles for the revision of the Coffee Law in 2017.
On 23 November 2018, the National Coffee Bill was published in The Uganda Gazette. It was tabled
for the First reading in Parliament on the 30 April 2019. The Bill is currently before the Parliamentary
Sectoral Committee on Agriculture, Animal Industry and Fisheries for review.
What is the objective of the National Coffee Bill
2018?
The purpose of the National Coffee Bill 2018 is
to reform the current law to provide for Uganda
Coffee Development Authority to promote oversee
and regulate all on-farm and off-farm activities
along the coffee value chain.
Is there any need to replace the current law?
Yes there is. The proposed Bill seeks to address
new developments, advances and challenges that
have emerged in:
• Coffee research and extension services
• Farmer organizations
• Climate change
The Uganda Coffee Development Authority Act,
Cap. 325, enacted twenty-eight years ago, does
not meet the current needs and long-term goals of
Government.
How is the Bill proposing to deal with the gaps
in the current law?
The National Coffee Bill proposes to address the
gaps identified in the current law by:
1. Defining the roles of different stakeholders in
the coffee value chain, including the role of the
Minister responsible for the coffee sub-sector.
2. Comprehensively regulating the coffee value
chain starting with the on-farm activities, which
include generation of planting materials, soil
management, irrigation, pest and disease
management and harvesting to off-farm
activities including drying, sorting, primary
processing and tertiary processing.
3. Introducing a voluntary coffee auction system
to offer an alternative method of selling coffee.
This should bring dynamism and efficiency

in the sub-sector resulting from increased
competition in the selling of coffee;
4. Empowering UCDA to provide coffee extension
services beyond agronomic practices;
5. Constituting a national coffee farmers register.
The Bill will empower UCDA to register all
farmers engaged in coffee production to
enhance planning, traceability and targeting of
service delivery;
6. Enhancing fees and penalties to encourage
compliance. The statute did not have punitive
clauses to penalize culprits that contravened
aspects of the provisions making enforcement
ineffective;
7. Repealing redundant clauses overtaken by
time.
How is this Bill different from the current law?
The current law:
1. Only covers off-farm activities of marketing
and processing, leaving on-farm activities like
generating planting materials, harvesting, and
post-harvesting handling (including drying
of coffee) and coffee extension services
outside the scope of the law. As a result, the
sub-sector cannot perform to its maximum or
expected capacity.
2. Limits the roles of Uganda Coffee Development
Authority and does not encompass the entire
value chain. The Authority should regulate
the on-farm and off-farm activities including
seed gardens, nursery management, pests
and disease control, rehabilitation, harvesting,
drying, grading, tertiary processing and
marketing.
3. Has a number of redundant clauses that have
been overtaken by time including the setting
of minimum prices and putting in place a price
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committee. This is not sustainable in a liberal
economy since Uganda Coffee Development
Authority only publishes indicative prices.
The proposed law will:
1. Provide for coffee research and development,
which is vital to the improvement in production
and productivity, quality and value addition,
market development and intelligence and
institutional development and accountability.
2. Allow Uganda Coffee Development Authority
to lead the implementation of coffee specific
extension services by coordinating the efforts
of different agencies and other stakeholders.
3. Strengthen the fees and penalties in the
current Act, which are weak and therefore
need enhancement to make them deterrent
to match the objectives of the regulatory
framework.
Is the Bill seeking to license coffee farmers?
No. The Bill is not seeking to license coffee
farmers. The Bill does however seek to register
coffee farmers. Part IV of the Bill, clauses 26, 27
and 28, provides for registration of a coffee farmer,
a national coffee register and deregistration.
The Authority will use the information compiled
to facilitate the provision of services to coffee
farmers individually or through farmer groups.
These services include:
1. Extension services on:• Seed gardens and seed management
• Good Agricultural practices;
• Disease and pest management control
• Harvest and post-harvest handling
2. Budgeting and planning for the services
that are critical for coffee production and
productivity
3. Economic market trends: traceability/source
of the product: the buyers/consumers want to
know where the coffee they consume comes
from, who produces it and what farming
practices do they employ
What cost is the farmer likely to meet during
this registration?
Registration will have no cost for the farmer.
Registration of farmers shall be free as indicated
under clause 27(4). UCDA or its representatives in
liaison with other Government entities shall carry
out this registration.
What will the smallholder farmers get out of
this Bill?
All coffee farmers who are registered will benefit
from the following:
1. Provision of extension and other services

2. Improved yields and good quality coffee
resulting from a) above
3. Protection from exploitation from unscrupulous
sector players. All sector players will be
licensed to ensure compliance in the industry.
4. Mobilisation into farmer groups, cooperatives
and/or associations.
What will the proposed Bill contribute to the
economy?
Passing this Bill will deliver the following key
contributions to the country:
1. Expanded research at all value chain levels
including better collaboration with the newly
set up Directorate of Agricultural Extension
Services in the Ministry of Agriculture;
2. Increased production in line with the Coffee
Roadmap to see production rise to 20 million
60kg bags by 2025 with the aim of reaching a
target of 2,000kg per ha per annum;
3. Potential to contribute 30-35% (UGX 7.8
million) of the national target of 24 million
shillings per household per annum and
achieve the middle income status by 2020;
4. A contribution of 1.2 million job opportunities
across the value chain by 2025;
5. Increased volume and reduced cost as a
result of bulk processing rather than individual
processing;
6. Increase in domestic per capita consumption
from 0.36kg to 0.5kg by 2025. This will lead to
a rise in domestic consumption from 260,000
60 kg bags to 296,400kg by 2025;
7. Uganda is currently the 10th largest world
coffee producer; 8th largest exporter in the
world and 1st in Africa. Increasing coffee
export brings in vital forex for Uganda to
import much needed goods and services and
create better terms of trade. Currently the
average earning is US$ 500 million per year
from coffee and has a potential to generate
over US$ 2 billion;
8. Enhanced capacity of UCDA to fully execute
its mandate and broaden its decentralized
network in all the coffee growing districts.
Now that the Bill has been presented to the
Committee what next?
Whereas there were initial consultative meetings
with the stakeholders during the drafting of the
Bill, the Parliamentary Committee on Agriculture,
Animal Industry and Fisheries is carrying out
its own consultations with coffee subsector
stakeholders and the Public. The committee will
then scrutinise the Bill and the recommendations
obtained during the consultations and compile a
report to present to Parliament for discussion and
passing of the Bill.
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LOGISTICS CONNECTING CONTINENTS.
SPIF as it is colloquially called is well known to all the
coffee exporters in East Africa and Trading Houses in the
world. We are providing outstanding logistics services for
exports and imports to all the major coffee trading
companies based in East Africa and around the world.
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SPEDAG INTERFREIGHT will handle your specialty coffee

most efficiently at very competitive rates. Security of our
client high value commodities is paramount with the use
of fleet tracking solutions for the past many years, this
tracking solution has a total of 21 vehicles equipped with
CCTV and which are recording seamless when vehicles are
deployed to the accidents, hijacking or diversion location.
The vehicles are strategically stationed between Kampala
to Mombasa route to assist, with this less or no claims for
pilferage or hijacking are experienced, we are pleased to
offer this security concept for both ROAD and
INTERMODAL transport. We have advanced technology of
Perispoor a 24/7 real time, end to end tracking system for
any cargo handled by Spedag Interfreight.

DELIVERED
TO PERFECTION

With a vast wealth of experience in providing logistics
services in East Africa for over 26 years, we are able to
provide tailor made solutions to our esteemed clients.
Customers entrust us their valuable coffee with utmost
confidence as they can rely on SPIF to reach their buyers
safely and in time. The logistic services include
warehouse operations, transport to port, FOB operation
and sea freight. For warehousing, we have owned
warehouse capacity of 15,000 square meters wherein we
provide fixed and flexible warehousing concepts
depending upon the requirement. The warehouses are
supplemented with lifting equipment for efficient
operation and container handling. Also they are fitted
with CCTV cameras and round the clock security
personnel for optimal security of the stored commodities.
The warehouse is manned by experienced staff to handle
coffee. We provide machine bulk loading into liner bags,
loading of standard bags or special 1 ton bags into
containers. The warehouse operations are linked to an
internet-based warehouse management system which
can be accessed remotely by our clients to give a real time
stock position. Further SPIF is recognized by international
financial institutions for collateral financing &
management of coffee stocks stored in our warehouses.

Additionally, we follow heighted industry standard, have
numerous certifications ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 45001
and recently we got accredited with ISO 37001:2016 Anti
Bribery Management System, being the first in East Africa
and the third in Africa. With a subsequent roll out in all
other countries in Africa with Spedag Interfreight
presence scheduled to take place until the middle of 2020.
Please contact us for a tailor-made solution to your
requirements.

Efficient movements are the backbone of our service. We
provide reliable transportation of the export containers
through Road and Rail tailored to meet the shipping
deadlines at the port and the budget for logistic services.
SPIF has operating offices in the two major ports
Mombasa, Kenya, and Dar es salaam, Tanzania along with
offices in all country capitals and borders within East
Africa. Our Export Team is very efficient for port
operations and we have 1st class working arrangement
with shipping lines to offer most competitive services
including sea freights. We do stock all major shipping line
containers in Kampala for the use of export traffic.
Besides the traditional FOB services we also provide
extension services such as transport insurance,
fumigation, weighing of individual bags and VGM
certification for containers, liaison with inspection
agencies, palletizing, sampling & courier services to name
a few.

A perfect cup of coffee starts with coffee beans of
the highest quality. And reliable logistics, delivering
the coffee to where it is needed, when it is needed.
We are your dependable partner, offering you the
perfect solution for the transport and logistics of
your coffee exports from Uganda.

Spedag Interfreight Uganda Ltd.
Plot M284, Nakawa Industrial Area
Spedag Interfreight Uganda Ltd.
P.O. Box
Plot M284, Nakawa Industrial
Area4555
Kampala,
Uganda
P.O. Box 4555

Kampala, Uganda
+256 414 562 000
+256 414 562 000
kampala@spedaginterfreight.com

kampala@spedaginterfreight.com
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F u t u r e s M a r k e t s: T H E
RO L E O F N O N - CO M M E RC I A L
T R A D E RS I N T H E CO F F E E
I N D U ST RY.
Evidence of speculation influencing prices for Robusta

The presence of financial investors in commodity
markets has increased significantly over the past
two decades. Volumes traded on futures markets
rose faster than the global production of most
commodities, a phenomenon coined as the
‘financialization’ of commodity markets.
Within the group of agricultural commodities,
coffee is subject to significant price volatility. The
variation in prices for coffee was higher than across
grains and tropical commodities, such as cocoa, but
lower than sugar or tea. Over the past two decades,
the ICO Composite Indicator went through several
cycles of high and low prices, ranging from 41 US
cents/lb to 231 US cents/lb (Figure 1). Since 2016,
coffee prices have experienced a downturn, with
the ICO Composite Indicator falling below 100 US
cents/lb in August 2018 and remaining at around
this level henceforth.

Volatile and low coffee prices have severe impacts
on the coffee sector, putting the incomes and
livelihoods of an estimated 25 million coffee
farmers worldwide at risk, and resulting in underinvestment posing a threat to future supply,
especially in view of the impact of climate change
on productivity, and rising global demand.
Coffee prices are determined by market
fundamentals (e.g. demand trends, supply
shocks). Other factors, such as speculation, may
exacerbate price movements. This leads to the
debate on price behaviour by analysing:
(i) Trading activity in Arabica and Robusta futures
markets over time, and
(ii) The potential causal link between speculative
activity in the futures market and the
behaviour of spot market prices for coffee.
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S tudies have investigated the relationship

between spot prices and speculative activity
across different commodities. For the coffee
sector, the most relevant study is Kim (2015),
who conducted a cross-sectional test to assess
the relationship of futures speculation with
large price movements for a set of 11 energy
and agricultural commodities. The study does
not find evidence that speculators destabilize
the commodity spot market. On the contrary,
speculators might contribute to lower price
volatility and provide greater liquidity in the
commodity markets.
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and London and spot market prices for coffee in
specific time periods. However, this does not show
a significant impact of speculation during the recent
downturn of the coffee market, suggesting that other
factors such as the current imbalance between supply
and demand predominate.

Speculation is identified as causal for spot price
movements during bearish as well as bullish coffee
markets. That is speculators enter the coffee futures
markets both during periods of rising and falling
prices based on fundamentals, exacerbating the
underlying price movements. As a result, all market
participants are affected by the
destabilising effect of speculation.
Depending on whether market
participants are sellers or buyers of
coffee and the direction of the price
movement, the effect of speculation
In the context of futures markets for agricultural
can be either positive or negative.
commodities, speculation involves the buying,
Coffee-exporting countries can
holding, selling, and short selling of commodities
benefit from speculation resulting
with the objective of benefiting from price
in higher price levels while coffee
fluctuations instead of buying for use. Speculators
importers are negatively affected,
are participants that may hold long and/or short
and vice versa.

WHAT IS SPECULATION IN
FUTURES MARKETS?

positions on any transaction. Cumulatively,
all positions held by speculators offset the net
imbalances between the long and short positions
held by market participants. Speculators are
non-commercial traders, that is, traders with no
commercial interest in the futures positions held.

To gauge the level of speculation on each of the
futures markets, we use measures of speculative
activity following the approach of Robles et
al. (2009). This set of indicators comprises:
monthly volume of futures contracts, monthly
open interest in futures contracts, the ratio of
volume to open interest, ratio of long/short
positions held by non-commercial traders to
total reportable positions, and the index traders’
net positions (long-short).
The financialization of commodity markets over
the previous decade has sparked concerns that
speculation could impact price behaviour. There
is data on speculative activity in the futures
markets for Arabica and Robusta to data spot
market prices for coffee. First, between 1994
and 2018 volumes traded at coffee futures
markets increased faster than world production,
suggesting that the coffee market has been
subject to a significant financialization. The
inflow of capital, in relative terms, is comparable
to that in the market for grains prior to 2008,
when prices sharply increased.
There is a causal link between speculative
activity at the futures markets in New York

The impact of speculation on coffee
prices can be managed through
regulatory interventions. Changes
in the framework of futures markets
can result in a strict limit on the
positions held by non-commercial
traders, as in the case of the Dodd– Frank Wall Street
Reform and Consumer Protection Act (Irwin and
Sanders, 2010). Alternatively, regulation can seek
to increase the cost of non-hedging participation in
the market. For example, Robles et al. (2009) discuss
imposing capital requirements for each transaction
on the futures market and a compulsory delivery on
contracts or positions of contracts.
More analysis is required to attribute a relative
importance to factors determining spot prices.
While some analysis allows to answer the question
if and when speculation did impact spot prices in
the coffee market, it does not attribute the relative
weight of speculation in driving prices compared to
other factors, including fundamentals of demand and
supply or market interventions.
An additional extension of the existing analysis
is using daily and weekly data that allows the
econometric models and tests to be conducted for
shorter periods of time and capture more variation in
the behaviour of the coffee futures market, both for
prices and speculative activity.
By Dr. Ronald Kazibwe
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Taking The
Coffee Marketing
Bull By The Horns:
THE INTRIGUING STORY OF UNITED
ORGANIC FARMERS COOPERATIVE
IN RURAL EASTERN UGANDA
Coffee farming is a highly seasonal and risky
business, especially for a smallholder farmer
in Bugisu sub-region. It is influenced by dry,
wet seasons and frequent price fluctuations,
among others. This season and year, there
is a good rain season, bumper harvest and
consequently prices of coffee plummet.
Before long, it is a dry season, no coffee,
prices of coffee hike; traders and thieves roam
everywhere in the villages, even offering to
pay for coffee before it ripens.
The markets cannot absorb these sudden
surges in supply as prices plummet without
notice. Farmers are forced to sell at a loss or
watch their coffee rot in piles or unharvested
in the field. Farmers can do little to avoid this
tyranny of seasons and market forces bashing.
The normal practice in Bugisu region is for
farmers to carry freshly harvested berries
to privately-owned stores, who often pay
less than regular market prices for coffee.
Marketing of coffee is largely controlled by
multinationals that have enormous market
power to influence local prices. They control
the global coffee supply chain and strong links
to future markets in addition to having ‘deep
pockets’ in terms of financial muscle and
resources.
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Here is an arduous and rugged journey of a rural
smallholder farmer cooperative in the mountainous
region of Eastern Uganda. The United organic Coffee
Farmer Cooperative overcame all odds to operate
a sh13.4 billion coffee business in 2018 and paid
a premium of sh6,300 per kg of coffee to farmers,
instead of sh3,500 offered by the rivaling traders.
The National Coffee Research Institute (NaCORI)
and United organic Coffee Farmer Ltd in 2015 met
with farmers of Buyobo and Bumasi in Buyobo sub
county, Sironko district to formulate a way out of
this predicament - low coffee prices and intermittent
outputs. The outcome of this participatory meeting
was the establishment of a cooperative. The facility
runs its own coffee washing stations, bulk drying,
storage facility and produces organic speciality
coffee for the European market.

THIS IS HOW IT HAPPENED

In 2015, NaCORI conducted a series of participation
appraisals with these self-help groups. The members
discussed the problems they faced in small-scale
coffee farming, and discussed ways to overcome
them. The idea to form a cooperative came out of this
discussion. Organic coffee offered a niche market
that promised to be highly profitable.

FARMERS’ COOPERATIVE

The coffee farmers decided to form a cooperative
with a wet processing mill. Organic coffee fetches
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a premium price in the market. To ensure that the
farmers would benefit, the cooperative built its
own wet mill to control quality of coffee beans.
It was opened in 2016 by the Archbishop of the
Church of Uganda. Currently, it serves about
1,200 smallholder farms with a capacity of 800
MT that can serve 10,000 farmers in Sironko and
Bulambuli districts.

CERTIFICATION

The Cooperative complies with quality
standards set by the European Union as well
as NATURLAND. The United Organic Coffee
Farmer Cooperative has arranged for fair trade
certification through labeling. The cooperative
covers expenses involved in certification processes
and procedures. It recoups these by incorporating
the costs in the sales price of the final produce.

PURCHASING AND SELLING

The cooperative operates a closed purchase
system. It takes coffee from only registered
farmers, who are members of the cooperative. It
guarantees farmers a price of between 50-70%
above the local market rates. The cooperative
sells coffee beans through fair trade channels.
One of the requirements for fair trade certification
is that part of the profit must be used to improve
the socio-economic status of the growers and the
community. The cooperative earmarks Euro 0.5
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from every kilogramme for development project in
the community. The community chooses the projects
and decides how the money is spent on community
project of interest.

QUALITY ASSURANCE AND
TRAINING

2. Every year more and more coffee farmers are
converting their fields into organic farms. More
than 800 farmers have applied and are being
helped to convert their farms into organic farms.
The district of Sironko is considering making all
coffee farmers organic.

Quality product is vital if United organic Coffee
Farmer Cooperative is to keep its certified organic
status and retain the market. This is done through an
internal control system headed by the cooperative
station manager and 6 field inspectors based at
zonal /village offices.

3. In the year 2017 to 2018, the cooperative exported1490MT of organic coffee beans from organic
farmers earned in total 13,410,000,000 Shs. This
enabled farmers to be paid a premium price of
6300 shs per kg for their coffee compared to
3500 shs of the local market rates

NaCORI built the capacity of the cooperative staff
by availing them improved coffee varieties and
trained them in good agronomic practices (GAPs),
good post-harvest practices, business skills and
training materials. The cooperative staff advise in
all activities from input preparation, until the coffee
is harvested. They monitor procurement of coffee
by cooperative as well as production and marketing.

4. The cooperative has ensured harvested coffee
cherries and dried beans are high quality meeting
certification requirement but also fairly raised
and trade.

With backstopping from NaCORI, the cooperative
staff train farmers in various subjects including
book keeping, standards for organic and biodymic
farming, use of pesticide and biocontrol agents,
pests and disease surveillance, application of
manure and vermicompost, good harvest practices
as well as post-harvest handling. Women are
involved in the Cooperative work plans especially
in designing children education, drinking water and
credit schemes.

6. Last but not least, small holder coffee farmers
are experiencing power of unity. They have the
strength to compete in the market without being
exploited private traders and middlemen.

BENEFITS TO FARMERS

The good news of United organic Coffee Farmer
Cooperative has spread beyond cooperative
members to even farmers in the neighboring
communities and beyond.

1. Coffee farmers who are not members of the
cooperative have from the cooperative initiative
in terms of price gains. Prices of coffee go down
drastically each year during flush season. By
comparison in Busano another coffee growing
area, farmers receive 1000 Shs for the coffee
cherries but in Buyobo private buyers have consistently paid 2300 Shs for coffee from non-cooperative coffee farmers.

5. Farmers have assimilated and insulated the
culture of documenting their daily farm activities
and now have a better idea of their farm business
than before.

CHALLENGES

•

Competition from multinationals: There is
a hovering cloud of threats that multinational
companies operating the region may raise prices
beyond what a cooperative could match to maintain premium prices.

•

Domestic Market: there is no ready market
for organic coffee in Uganda especially in the
eastern region.

•

Capital investment: to compete and remain
ahead of the organic curve, the cooperative
requires to invest in environmentally friendly
technologies such as ECO wet mills. This is very
expensive for a small cooperative like United
organic Coffee Farmer Cooperative.

•

Cost of monitoring and certification: Maintain
quality of the product small farmers are scattered
all over.
By Dr. Godfrey H. Kagezi (PhD)
Senior Research Officer/Plant Entomologist
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SOCIO-ECONOMIC
EMPOWERMENT PROGRAMS
FOR WOMEN IN COFFEE FOR
SUSTAINABLE LIVELIHOODS

By Phyllis Chesimol;
IWCA Uganda Chapter secretariat

I t’s no news that coffee farming requires lots
of time and energy. It is a labor-intensive
and time-consuming activity, where every
step involved accounts for quantity and
the quality of the product, and eventually
for the benefits farmers derive from it, yet
you might wonder what women have to do
with it and what role they play in sustaining
tomorrow’s cup of coffee

In Uganda, coffee is often considered to
be a man’s crop, despite women providing
between 60-80% of the labor put into
coffee farming. This means it is usually
women who undertake the majority of

maintenance and harvesting work and it’s
the husbands that receive the earnings
when selling the coffee and determine how
to spend the proceeds.
To effectively address social and economic
issues affecting women gainful participation
in the coffee value chain, the chapter is using
several approaches;
a) Strategic partnership, some SME chapter
members have been able to access capacity
building trainings by ITC under the mark
up project these include among others
resource efficiency to ensure profitable
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businesses. Other trainings include lobby and
advocacy to empower women address issues in
their communities through interaction with duty
bearers. Other strategic partnerships include
access to information sharing through Kilimo
Farmers an ICT company that disseminates
information at all levels of the value chain and
especially farmer issues
b) Shared learning ; this aims at building seed to
cup strength where baristas and farmers interact
and share knowledge with each other stemming
from the fact that the farmers usually do no know
what their bean ultimately becomes beyond the
farm gate while the baristas need to understand
where the coffee that makes their carrier comes
from. The boot camp now two years is one
event all members including baristas, farmers
and processors look forward to. This year it
is expected to take place in Kisoro where the
farmer members there will combine knowledge
sharing as well as tourism.
c) Participating in networking events to access
knowledge and increase market access

FOOD FOR THOUGHT:
“So while drinking your
coffee, you may probably
want to ask yourself how
many women it took to
make that Coffee on your
table today, as we envision
a coffee community that
achieves meaningful and
sustainable livelihoods while
encouraging and recognizing
the participation of women
in all aspects of the coffee
industry.”
Boot camp in
kasese district
Sept 2019
IWCA members
who participated in
resource efficiency
training.
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Bolloré Logistics, a Global Leader
in International Transport &
Logistics
Bolloré Logistics is a brand of Bolloré Transport &
Logistics, bringing together 4 activities to form a global
network of synergy and expertise:
● Bolloré Logistics: Global Leader in Transport and
Logistics
● Bolloré Ports: Leader in Port Terminal Management
● Bolloré Railways: Rail Concessions Operator of
Reference in Africa
● Bolloré Energy: Major Player in Oil Distribution and
Logistics
Our clients are both major groups for whom we
provide complex supply chain management solutions
and small to medium sized companies who entrust us
with their international shipments.

From the f ields to f inal consumers via our war

ehouses

To support our customers in the conquest of
international markets, Bolloré Logistics has created
global and sustainable solutions that are innovative in
design and flexible in execution.
Our operational excellence is primarily based on our
teams, expertise, proactivity and our commitment to
continuous improvement. They are supported by an
integrated information system which affords complete
visibility and control throughout the entire supply chain.
We take into consideration the specific requirements
of each client and we design a solution that combines
both our business and industry expertise.
Bolloré Transport & Logistics offers a One Stop Shop
Logistics Approach for all your commodities.

Integr a ted Logistics
S olutions for S oft C ommodities
From the fields located in the heart of Africa to final
destinations around the globe, Bolloré Logistics will fa
cilitate end-to-end handling of your product using
asset-based tailormade solutions to suit your needs.
Customs Clearance | Maritime Export | Value-Added
Warehousing | Collateral Management | Transport
Management

info.uganda@bollore.com
www.bollore-transport-logistics.com

Our Value Proposition for your Commodities
● Customs & Regulatory Compliance
● Sea Freight Planning and Execution

Plot No. M611 Ntinda Road
P. O. Box 5501 Kampala, Uganda
Tel: +256 414 336 000

A brand of

Our Strengths in Coffee Logistic Management
● Dedicated warehousing space for commodities; insulated and
ventilated as per international standards.

● Port / Shipping Agency Operations

● A specialized and experienced team to handle your coffee from
receipt to shipping.

● Warehousing, Conditioning, Collateral
management

● Specialized handling (hand picking, sample sorting, rebagging,
palletising).

● Transport Management with owned or
subcontracted Trucks
• from transformation plant to Warehouse

● Specialized equipment (colour separator, bulk blowing
machines).

• from warehousing to our partners’factories

● Existing relationships with key buyers, shipping lines worldwide.

Bolloré Transport & Logistics Uganda,
Plot M611, Ntinda Road
P.O Box 5501, Kampala Uganda,
T + (256) 414 336000
E: info.uganda@bollore.com
W: www.bollore-logistics.com
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LOUIS DREYFUS
COMPANY: CELEBRATING
30 YEARS IN COFFEE

W

e are a leading merchant and
processor of agricultural goods.
We leverage our global reach
and extensive asset network to serve our
customers and consumers around the
world, delivering the right products to the
right location, at the right time – safely,
responsibly and reliably. Our activities
span the entire value chain from farm to
fork, across a broad range of business
lines (platforms). Since 1851 our portfolio
has grown to include Grains & Oilseeds,
Coffee, Cotton, Juice, Rice, Sugar, Freight
and Global Markets. We help feed and
clothe some 500 million people every year
by originating, processing and transporting
approximately 80 million tons of products.
Structured as a matrix organization of six
geographical regions and eight platforms,
Louis Dreyfus Company is active in over
100 countries and employs approximately
18 000 people globally.
LDC's coffee story began more than 30
years ago in Brazil, with the aim to source
quality coffee from the largest producer in
the world. Since then, we have grown to
be one of the world’s top five green coffee
merchandizers - a multinational exporter
with 19 global processing, storage and
logistic facilities, and coffee origination
offices across 12 countries.
Preference and demand for sustainable
coffee is rising rapidly, especially among
millennials in the huge markets of North
America and Western Europe and, at the
same time, coffee producers are facing
increasing challenges as climate change
threatens to reduce the land area suitable
for production and increases the spread of
pests and diseases.
LDC is committed to boosting the
production of certified and verified
coffee, working in collaboration with
internationally recognized standards

such as 4C Association, UTZ, Rainforest
Alliance, CAFÉ Practices and Fairtrade.
We promote the production of certified
and verified coffee that responds to the
increasing customer and consumer demand
for a coffee that is ethically and sustainably
grown and traded, with respect for human
rights and the environment.
We are also very active in training
smallholder coffee farmers to apply best
practices that can help them improve
their livelihoods for the long-term, while
adapting to a changing climate. We work
closely in this sense with the Louis Dreyfus
Foundation and expert organizations such
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as PUR Projet, IDH and Conservation
International, and through joint projects
with business partners and customers
like Jacobs Douwe Egberts, Syngenta and
Starbucks.

growing number of coffee consumers,
recognizing that the more integrated our
supply chain, the more we can ensure we
deliver sustainable products. This is the key
to the future of our coffee business.

Over the last decade, LDC agronomists
have worked with tens of thousands of
coffee growers across the globe, training
them in sustainable farming methods that
they can immediately put into practice.
From harvesting and drying out to
branching and pruning, and from irrigation
to fertilization and soil protection, these
techniques have helped farmers to increase
productivity, reduce production costs
and, crucially, boost their income. This
has helped them to remain in the coffee
business and their families and communities
to thrive, including increased investment in
local infrastructure and education.

Louis Dreyfus Company in Uganda

Between 2014 and 2017 alone, we trained
more than 24,000 farmers, aiming to drive
sustainable practices in our supply chain
while helping smallholder producers to
improve their incomes and stay in coffee.
Looking ahead to the next 30 years, LDC
is now moving further downstream in the
coffee value chain, closer to the world’s

At LDC Uganda, we leverage our expertise
in trade, research, asset management, quality
and logistics to procure, process and export
Robusta and Arabica varieties of coffee to
diverse markets all over the world.
Our warehouse and dry mill facility in
Namanve industrial area in Uganda enables
us to source coffee from individual smallscale suppliers to farming cooperatives.
Louis Dreyfus Company Uganda Ltd
Plot 643 Kyaggwe Block 113 Namanve, Mukono
District
P. O. Box 35021, Kampala, Uganda
Tel: +256 204 000 500
www.ldc.com
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The Coffee
Ambassador; The
Barista Migration
By Africa Coffee
Academy
Two great things happened to me last year; however, the
experience left me a little in a confused state. In my quest
to enrich and quench my thirst for coffee knowledge I
happened to meet and engage two baristas; each one with
a very different angle of approach but their destinations
was the same. Before I tell you this story I am appending a
disclaimer; yes, “while the story and experience are true;
the names of the baristas (characters) in this story have
been changed to protect the identities of the baristas”. In
Uganda, this disclaimer is summed up in three words, “For
Security Reasons”. Let us call one barista, Jane and the
other John.
My story is intertwined with two other words; youth and
sustainability. Whenever gatherings, masses, conferences
meet to talk about youth the words that come with it is
that they are the future and for the sustainability of any
sector and/or industry the youth have to be involved.
The socialists are right, they figured this out earlier that
without youths the future and in my case the future of
Uganda Coffee sector might be dimming. I am a positively
oriented person, however, what I have experienced in the
past 3years sends a chill down my spine.
It all starts about four years ago, fresh into the Africa
Coffee Academy (ACA) family. Yes, the team is small thus
we refer to ourselves as a family. It could be related to the
fact that the family is the first unit of proven sustainability
ceteris paribus. While at ACA, I met and interacted with
a young man, John. John was passionate about coffee,
deep to his core. He was the first person, at the time, in
his age group to be so into the coffee. When I refer to the
age group, my observation estimated him to be above
19years and not exceeding 25years of age at the time of
our first interaction. John, visited ACA regularly for two
core reasons, to use the free wifi but also to test out his
new findings on the ACA machines. John used the access
to free wifi to research about latte art.
At one time, I asked John why he researched so much
about Latte Art, he told me something that later I realized,
despite his approach he was marketing the coffee that
he made. He said, I always want to offer a unique latte
art design to every customer that I serve my coffee. If I
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have 200 customers, I strive to make
sure that each customer has a unique
presentation. He adds to say that, his
place of work does not differentiate
good from bad coffee, however, he
noticed that despite what is in the
cup, what was on the cup caught
the clients interest and they always
talked about the latte art rather than
focusing on the what was in the cup.
John’s experience rings a bell to one
of the parables used by the Baganda
tribe; “Ensiba mbi edibya mutere”,
which I literally understand as “with
a bad wrapping makes the good go
bad”. However, the reverse is true,
a good wrapping makes the bad
marketable. The few years I have been
blessed with, I have tasted bad coffee,
not because it was bad but because it
was awesomely packaged.
John offered to train interested
students latte art, in return, he would
perfect his newly gathered designs.
Did I mention that Africa Coffee
Academy in the only coffee training
institute south of the Sahara that
will ever offer you “A Total Coffee
Experience”? Yes, you will always get
your money worth and much more.
John’s presence at ACA scientifically
is what you would describe as a
symbiotic relationship, he would
enrich the new students with skills
they could not think of as well as he
practiced to sharpen his skills.
Despite, his passion I noticed
something about John was not
in place. When he was behind the
Espresso machine he had a smile,
talked with vigor passion. In my
words, he talked to your soul about
coffee. His talk about a cup of coffee
to a client was like a sales pitch or
a marketing advert. I told him you
should be a coffee ambassador, he
said no. Later, I corrected my previous
suggestion and told him, all coffee
baristas should emulate you, be coffee
ambassadors. Currently, at ACA all
professional baristas that pass-out
are coffee ambassadors emulating
John. Except for one thing, it was
his workplace, his supervisors and
employers never appreciated what he
was doing for their business, and for
the country.
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Further along during my engagement at ACA,
I met Jane. Jane had been to the Middle East,
for labor export. During her stay there she
went through several learning experiences, but
something caught her eye. She interacted with
one of the barista’s who had come from Uganda,
he mentioned to her that he had gained the
skills and knowledge from ACA. Jane told me
that two months after this barista had joined
their workplace his lifestyle was different. She
bothered and asked him about his employment
and she realized that a barista where she was
working, this barista was treated at a whole lot
different level. Yes, a barista was appreciated at
her hotel. Fortunately, her contract was ending,
and first, on her agenda, she wanted to learn and
become a professional barista.

female professional barista and that this contact
was sending her a contract with 4-times the pay
she was getting during her first labor export
experience to the Middle East.

Thanks to the efforts of Solidaridad, Mr. Julius C.
Ssemyalo, for seeing that unless youth (baristas)
cooperate they would still face challenges at
their places of work. Despite the good intentions
of the initiative, this has created a very huge
skilled barista vacuum in Uganda. For example,
in 2019 alone, ACA registered 43 of its trained
professional baristas who had got employment
in the Middle East. ACA also received more calls
from coffee outlets (cafés and hotels) requesting
for skilled baristas. When we did a random
survey we realized that over 90% of a skilled
barista in Uganda were opting for labor export
Jane enrolled as a professional barista and for
and they were either looking for an opportunity
four weeks, ACA experts were enriching her
or had already received one. There was a small
coffee fresh brain with coffee knowledge and
percentage slightly over 5% that thought would
employable skills. After the four weeks, Jane was not go for labor export but after 12 months they
taken for a two weeks internship. How does Jane, too had changed their mentality and option for
compare with John. Like John, after two weeks
labor export.
of on-job training (internship), Jane came to me
ask requested if we could identify opportunities The Uganda Coffee industry is at risk at two fronts,
where she could get employment, however,
the energetic youths that would go into coffee
she was working on getting employment in the
farming are moving out of the country, exporting
Middle East. There was a new café in town, along labor while those would promote coffee drinking
Jinja-Road. We got her in contact with this new
are as well following suite. Uganda has a vacuum
café in town, however, three weeks down the
of skilled baristas to promote our coffee as well as
road she exhibited the same condition like John. encourage domestic coffee consumption; a core
This is how the two compare; firstly, both were
component under the Uganda Coffee Roadmap
trained at ACA as coffee ambassadors. Secondly, implemented by Uganda Coffee Development
they were both employed in a Ugandan Coffee
Authority.
outlet (café or hotel).
This was not going to be the trend of our
trainees, so I had a discussion with Jane. She
told me, that what she experiences in the Uganda
Coffee outlets was the exact opposite of what
she noted in the Middle East. She adds that
here a barista is not valued, however, in the
Middle East a barista is a link between the hotel
(café) and the customers; the old, the new and
the returnees. I told Jane, to join Africa Barista
Network (ABN) a youth cooperative. ABN was
formed through the support of Soliaridad Uganda
Office. After this discussion, I recalled, John,
telling me, that after a long thought and debate
as well as seeking counsel from his parents he
was opting for labor export rather than working
in a place where he was not appreciated.
Jane later, called me that she had signed up
with ABN and that her efforts were paying off.
She adds that through the cooperative she had
got a contact in the Middle East interested in a

In my perspective, Uganda is losing heavily
on ensuring sustainable domestic coffee
consumption as well as creating employment
opportunities for youth. We are calling on the
authorities that be, responsible for favorable
working conditions to look into the increasing
migration of skilled baristas (youths) to the Middle
East. The Barista is the fore-front promoter and
ambassador of Uganda’s coffee. It is the barista
that brings the return coffee consumer who in
turn comes with or tells a new coffee lover. If
the country is to grow and promote domestic
coffee consumption, something has to be done
to encourage baristas to stay rather than to move
out of the country. For the sustainability of the
coffee industry, Uganda needs its youth active in
the industry, support youth initiatives like ABN.
The youth have identified an opportunity that
cooperating together broadens their networks and
increases employment opportunities in and out of
the country. For Coffee Sustainability, Youths and
my County.
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A young barista
admiring a latte art
after it was presented
to Judges

A youth takes a sip of
the coffee presented
to assess the quality
of the brewed coffee

A group of youth
undergoing coffee
training by Africa
Coffee Academy

Offering youths
A Total Coffee
Experience at Africa
Coffee Academy
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TOWARDS AN INTEGRATED COFFEE EXTENSION

T

he Integrated Coffee Extension
Service (TICS) project is the
result of several years of work
of the Uganda Coffee Platform
to deliver high quality coffee
specific extension in Uganda in an
affordable manner. The process
began with the development of a
new set of coffee extension materials
for farmers by the National Steering
Committee (NSC) of the Coffee
Platform in 2014. The materials were
designed to provide harmonised and
structured coffee extension messages
for public and private organisations
that wish to deliver coffee extension
to farmers.
With the materials in place, and being
used indeed by public and private
extension services, Café Africa
Uganda, under the auspices of the
Coffee Platform, embarked on rolling
out the extension materials in nine
districts. The objective was to design
a model in which coffee specific
extension can be delivered affordably
and effectively in a collaborative

structure of district
agricultural officers and
private coffee communitybased facilitators
(CCBFs). Over a period
of three years this project,
District Coffee Extension
Programme (DCEP),
delivered practical
trainings in the use of
the harmonised coffee
extension materials to 270
district agronomists and
270 private CCBFs. The
idea was that the districts
agronomists would
provide backstopping and
quality assurance support
to the CCBFs, who in
turn would pass on their
coffee expertise at a fee to fellow
farmers in their villages. Ideally, their
farms should become exemplary
coffee demonstration plots, and serve
as community farmer training centres
for demonstrating coffee GAPs to
other coffee farmers.

An evaluation at the end of 2017
showed that the trainings themselves
were not sufficient to improve the
delivery of coffee extension to
farmers. It appeared that coffee
specific extension is only a small
part of the activities of the generic
district agronomists, and that most
of their time is taken up by other

Café Africa Uganda

(photograph of JDE visiting the project)

Café Africa Uganda (CAU) is a registered
Ugandan not-for-profit organisation. Its mission
is to catalyse the sustainable growth of the
Ugandan coffee sector to create value for all
coffee value chain actors, and especially for
small-holder farmers. It does so by capacity
building of the coffee extension system,
facilitating information sharing, and promoting
the Uganda coffee sector world-wide. CAU
provides the Secretariat for the Uganda Coffee
Platform, under the auspices of the Uganda
Coffee Development Authority.
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SYSTEM IN UGANDA (TICS)
crops and administrative tasks.
In addition, with the new unified
extension system still in its
infancy, district agronomists were
inadequately facilitated in terms
of fuel for their motorcycles and
a Safari Day Allowance (SDA) to
enable them reach out to CCBFs
and farmers effectively.
The trained CCBFs, who are
resident in the community and
therefore much closer to the
farmers, are nevertheless faced
with similar challenges: lack
of transport (bicycle) to reach
out to their fellow farmers, and
some basic training equipment
to set-up and maintain a coffee
demonstration field in their
catchment area.
It was against this background
that the next step was taken in
the development of a coffee
specific extension model for
Uganda: the design and roll-out
of the TICS project. This project
aims at providing the practical
tools for the district agronomists
and the CCBFs to deliver coffee
extension to farmers. For a period
of three years, the agronomists
and the CCBFs are facilitated
to set-up a functional coffee
farmer training programme,
whereby the CCBFs are delivering
coffee training to farmers with
guidance and technical support
of the district agronomists. Over
time, the operational costs of
the agronomists are expected to
be incorporated in the district
budget, and the CCBFs are to

be paid by farmers, and possibly
input suppliers, for their training
services.
Facilitation of the CCBFs
supports the maintenance of
coffee demonstration plots,
which are hosted in the CCBFs’
farms. The district agronomists
are facilitated to support the
CCBFs in their work, in particular
with fuel for their motorbikes
and a subsistence allowance for
their time in the field. A district
focal person, usually the head
of the agricultural department
in the district, ensures that the
agronomists spend at least 7 days
a month on coffee extension.
To strengthen the availability of
inputs for coffee cultivation, the
project also pays for an annual
coffee public-private gathering,
where input suppliers can
demonstrate their products to
farmers and CCBFs.
The TICS trainings centre
around the CCBFs’ hosted coffee
demonstration fields. Every
month each CCBF organises
a ‘structured’ training on his
farm, based on the harmonised
extension material, and following
the coffee calendar. The CCBFs
have all identified a minimum
of 20 lead farmers for a full year
of training, who are expected to
attend the trainings, and pass on
their newly acquired knowledge
to their neighbouring farmers.
A district agronomist assigned
to the CCBF is expected to
attend the trainings and provide

An evaluation at the end of
2017 showed that the trainings
themselves were not sufficient
to improve the delivery of coffee extension to farmers.

quality assurance and additional
information as and when
appropriate. At the end of the
three years, the programme is
expected to have reached 18
thousand coffee farmers with
quality coffee extension messages.
At district level, the project is
overseen by a district steering
committee. The committee
provides oversight and quality
assurance. Its spearheads the
institutionalization of the model
into the National Extension
System, and it ensures the
integration of the extension
model in the district development
plans, annual budget framework
papers, so that the activities
continue after the expiry of the
project.
As project holder, Café Africa
Uganda provides technical and
logistical support to the districts,
monitors project performance
and submits technical and
financial reports to the financiers.
For that, Café Africa has set up
a mobile data collection system
with support from the Benkiser
Foundation. The overall project,
at a cost of around US$ 540
thousand, is financed by Jacobs
Douwe Egberts (JDE) and IDH.

SUSTAINABLE COFFEE
PRODUCTION THROUGH
COOPERATIVE MODEL
AND COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT.
Uganda’s economic growth has been showing a
positive trend since 1986 averaging 5.59% per
annum between 2009
and recent years with coffee making a significant
contribution to the country’s total export earnings.
Furthermore, the Uganda Agricultural Sector Strategic Plan (ASSP), which is ending this financial
year 2019/20, prioritizes Coffee as the second strategic crop after maize Organizing farmers into
cooperatives
and farmer groups is one of the best deliberate
way of backing community development. It contributes to achieving the Uganda Coffee Roadmap, which responds to a directive issued by H.E.
the President of Uganda in 2014, to accelerate
coffee production from the then 3.5 million 60kg
bags to 20 million bags of green coffee by the year
2025. The roadmap
is a strategic plan for placing the country on the
path to producing the 20 million 60kg bags.

To achieve community development, we also
need to do what the Agribusiness Development Centre (ADC) is doing to strengthen
Farmer organizations.
The cooperatives are educated in the history
of cooperatives where they are taught the purpose and history of being in a cooperative,
with the knowledge they then knowthe
importance of working with others as a group,
we also teach them the governance
module where they can hold their leaders
accountable, set goals of their cooperatives.
We then give them a training in financial literacy ,this is a very important training because
then they are guided on ways of achieving
their financial goals, finally we teach them the
importance of marketing together , as coffee
farmers they know the importance of selling
their coffee as a group because they get
better prices and it is easy for get market since
they can achieve the bulk requests from the
buyers.
ADC gives the farmers groups a special training in price risk management, this training
specifically helps the farmers and producers in
mitigating their risks.
The above-mentioned trainings are also much
impactful with the cooperative module,
which also includes:

SUSTAINABLE PRODUCTION
Uganda’s coffee farmers are mainly smallholder farmers
who need to be organized through Producer Cooperatives. For continued Sustainable production the small
holder farmers have various farm needs. For efficient
distribution of farminputs, like seedlings, pesticides and
farmer trainings in GAP, Agronomy, Extension Services etc.
Organized groups like Producer Cooperatives, FBO’s
(Farmer Based Organizations) are an efficient channel for
sustainable production.

COLLECTIVE MARKETING
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Most Buyers need to work with farmers that can satisfy
their contracts. Through the cooperative model there is
continued culture of Collective Marketing as a mechanism for improved Economies of Scale. This model
enables sufficient building of Inclusive value Chains especially in the coffee sector. This brings all partners in the
Agriculture like Input Suppliers, Financial Institutions,
Exporters, Importers etc.

ACCESS TO FINANCE
Through the cooperative model financial
Inclusion and Access to Finance to Small
holder farmers is easily done through
group lending dynamics, Guarantees, Agricultural insurance, Trade Finance and other
financial services are easily done. Export
traders want to collaborate with Cooperatives which have Pre-financed contracts.

TRACEABILITY
Today their new market needs especially in the
Specialty and Differentiated Markets of Coffee.
There are new market destinations for Ugandan coffee like Sudan, India and Asia etc.
These have new standard requirements
/Export requirements (Certification requirements). Today the consumers are specialty
consumers who are sensitive with originality of
coffee, weather, organic etc. The differentiated
markets of coffee in the world are Fair Trade,
UTZ,4C, Rain Forest, Espresso, Starbucks etc.
Through the Cooperative Model the Market
needs can easily be met. Profiling of Farmers
for trade certification for these Markets can
easily be done. Traceability of the coffee bean
can be tracked to the individual’s farmers to
the end consumer. (From Farm to Cup).

COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT.
For successful Community Development
there is need to link and create synergies with
the small holder farmers. The Cooperative
model embraces the 7 principles of Economic
Member participation, Member Education,
Democratic Control, Voluntary Open
Membership, Autonomy and Independence,
Cooperation Among Cooperatives, Concern
for the Community.These Principles are embracing Community values and Development
which are key to small holder farmers.

@agribdc
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Stanbic Agribusiness banking
Stanbic Bank Uganda Limited provides financial services to the Agribusiness sector. We are committed
to the development of agriculture and to adding value to your farming business. We have a range of
specialised products and services, including the support of our Agribusiness Relationship Managers
and business bankers.
We believe that you should expect more than just banking products from your bank. Therefore, we
have a team of Agribusiness specialists to advise you on a range of areas related to your agricultural
business. Although most of the products are available to all clients, our business will mostly focus on
Agricultural clients that include savings and investment products, as well as short, medium and long
term loans
Agriculture is characterised by strong cyclical trends. We offer structured advances and loans, which
take the effects of these cycles into account. Whether you need to acquire new agribusiness related
property, finance equipment, import and export trade of agriculture commodities or fund operating
expenses, we have a solution to meet your requirements, such as overdrafts, asset finance, mediumterm loans, the business revolving credit plan or structured commodity trade.
Our significant lending capacity and competitive cost of capital mean we can provide diverse loan
packages for any size of business.

Benefits
•

The Agribusiness Relationship Manager or Business banker with a sound knowledge of
agriculture, manage the relationship between the bank and the client.

•

Create expansion capacity to the Commercial farmer; you don’t have to use your own funds.

•

Provide specialized structured financing to agriculture commodity producers, processors and
traders.

•

Differentiated banking services: Crop and livestock insurance, assurance products, commodities
trading, and wealth creation.

•

Structured advances and loans to finance the acquisition of agribusiness related property,
financing of equipment or fund operating expenses.

Stanbic Agribusiness finance offers the right financing tailor made for your
agribusiness needs
Agriculture is a major source of livelihood in Uganda and a mainstay of our economy, to this effect the
Standard Bank Group to which Stanbic Bank Uganda ltd is a franchise has provided financial solutions
to the Agriculture Sector for over 150 years in Africa and we are committed to the development of
Agriculture in Uganda.
No matter what size or type of financing need, you can count on Stanbic Agribusiness finance, season
after season, in good and tough times. We’ll work with you to find solutions that meet your needs.

Moving Forwad
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COFFEE FARMERS
FIND THE SOLUTION
IN SOLAR IRRIGATION
TECHNOLOGY
Climate change remains a significant
challenge to enhancing agricultural
production and productivity, farmers’
incomes, and economic growth
for most developing countries.
The lack of experience in line with
social, economic and environmental
characteristics is still a missing
link when it comes to Ugandans
efforts in terms of strategies and
intervention from other countries
that have experienced the same.
As farmers in the region continue to
lament over crop loss resulting from
water stress on the farm, coffee
farmers have adapted to changing
weather partners combining solar
irrigation technology with easy to
make water harvesting and storage
kits
In regions like eastern Uganda where
floods are common and such rain
water could be utilised for irrigation,
as well as domestic and industrial
use if the government invested in
practices like water harvesting,
establishment of storage facilities
at village, sub-county, district and
national level. Considering that grid
electricity is not well established in
most corners of the rural areas in
Uganda where most of the farming
takes place, it is unfortunate for
Ugandans as most of the irrigation
systems need to be powered, With an
average of 75 kWh per year, Uganda

has one of the lowest electricity
consumption per citizen in Africa.
Only about 15% of Ugandans are
connected to the grid, leaving
the rest languishing in darkness.
“According to available data
from says energyprogramme.
or.ug Uganda’s national grid
electrification rate is 12% in urban
and about 5% in rural areas. The
majority of the people in rural areas
strongly rely on lighting mechanisms
like candles and kerosene lamps,
which emit noxious fumes and may
be threating in terms of fires or
burns, especially to the children,”.
Although there are a number of
different approaches responding
to drought, coffee farmers have
retained many of the characteristics
adapted to the shady environment
of the forests in Uganda which
provide shade to coffee trees.
However, the above is not the only
solution that NUCAFE has adopted
to help combat against the effect
of drought on coffee growing, in
partnerships with TULIMA Solar
and support from aBi development.
A number of coffee farms have been
enhanced in different methods on
how to use irrigation technologies,
increased access to affordable
appropriate technologies that rely
on readily available equipment

and energy. Coffee farmers
capacity has been boosted on
how to use solar pump technology
which can help farmers especially
during cases of high amounts of
sunshine. In this intervention ten
(10) demonstration and learning
sites have been established and
upgrade for installation of solar
water pumps to further enhance
farmer adoption of this technology
NUCAFE trained five high level
personnel in solar based irrigation
technologies and these are
based at hub level. they are also
responsible for training other
members of the cooperatives/
associations. The hubs where
this has been done are Kagango,
Buzaaya, BOPA, Kateewbwa,
Kabonera, Karangura).
This intervention is pivotal as the
nation embraces green growth
clean production and increased
agricultural productivity fitting into
2025 sub-sector vision of 20milion
coffee bags.
Rachel Nankumba
Communications Officer,
NUCAFE
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Efforts to
Increase Access
to Affordable
Fertilizers
Uganda loses 80kg of soil nutrients per hectare per year through soil
erosion and nutrient export in form of biomass, this is coupled by the
meagre fertiliser application at an average of 1.5kg per hectare per
year. Coffee yields per tree in Uganda are far less than what other
producers like Brazil, Vietnam are recording. This is partly attributed
to the low soil productivity in Uganda and the limited efforts to add
nutrients or reduce the loss thereof. The major contributors to the poor
fertiliser use in Uganda are mainly the supply and demand factors. In
essence the costs of importing fertilisers into the country and availing
them to farmers make them expensive and unaffordable.
Uganda has not met its target of ensuring a fertiliser usage of at
least 50kg of nutrients per hectare per year, neither have many other
African countries contributing to an average nutrient application of
about 10kg/ hectare/ year which is a far cry from the global average
of 100kg/hectare/year.
This is the major limiting factor to enhancing coffee productivity at farm
level. Comparisons can be drawn with Vietnam for instance which has
a yield per hectare of 3-6 tons, and Uganda where the average yield
per hectare is estimated at 0.6-1.2tons (UCDA fact sheet 2015).
With such pressing challenges, NUCAFE has partnered with UTZ/
Rainforest Alliance in a project “Creating an enabling environment for
improved access to affordable and genuine fertilizers.” It’s through
this venture that over 500 coffee farmers have been trained on the
importance and application of fertilizers at their farms. Some of the
farmers for example from Kagango Coffee Farmers Association have
registered positive impact from applying fertilizers.
In order to ensure that the right type and amount of fertilizers is applied,
NUCAFE has also gone ahead to carry out soil testing services to the
farmers through taking soil samples and this has enabled farmers to
understand the various soil components.
If Uganda was able to enhance soil nutrients for the coffee plants
by 50kg per hectare as recommended by the Abuja declaration this
would potentially increase coffee productivity for exports to over
8million bags per year (Sunday et al 2015). Today the rate of loss of
soil nutrients is not commensurate with the rate of replenishments
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with the average loss estimated at 80kg of nutrients
per hectare per year while the rate of replenishment
per year is estimated at 1-1.5kg/hectare per year.
The Government of Uganda has set a national target
of 20million bags by 2030, achieving this target
requires productivity enhancement of the current
coffee farms, increasing the number and sizes of
the farms to contribute to the national coffee output.
Average yield per hectare is estimated at 0.61.2tons, with the national fertilizer use average that
is less than 20kg per hectare.
The target of the 20 million bags can therefore not
be met by only increasing farm land under coffee
alone but by productivity improvement through
replenishment of the required soil nutrients and
the tackling the underlying bottlenecks among the
smallholder farmers who constitute the majority of
our production and are not able to access affordable
genuine fertilisers due to the Inadequate sensitisation
of farmers on the value and use of organic and
inorganic fertilisers, limited access to and cost of soil
testing facilities, general inaccessibility to affordable
genuine fertilizers and the scourge of fake fertilizers
on the market.
It is evident that the national fertilizer policy has
provided strategies to respond to the issues hindering

coffee productivity as identified by farmers but the
issue now is the implementation of these policy
commitments as concerned value coffee value
chain actors, it is therefore imperative that the
parliament of Uganda takes keen interest in the
fertiliser policy implementation as a means to
achieving the national target of 20 million bags of
coffee per year by 2030 through the appropriation
of adequate resources for policy implementation,
provision of oversight supervision of the national
fertilizer policy implementation especially in as far
as it impacts the coffee sub sector.
The Directorate of Extension Services under the
ministry of agriculture, prioritises implementation
of the National fertiliser policy by taking lead of
the policy objectives. with the Operation Wealth
creation and NAADS consider and adopting
provision of free or subsidised fertilisers as the
Ministry of Trade work with industrialists and
traders promote the distribution of soil testing
kits. Last but not least support towards putting up
farmer owned soil testing facility would be vital
in addition to building the capacity of the farmers
through public- private extension. It will also be
required to boost the regulatory function regarding
counterfeits in order to curtail the distribution of
fake fertilizers/inputs on the market.
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Exchange Traded Vertical

Coffee Flow Chart
ORIGINATION

East Africa
Tanzania, Uganda, Kenya, Rwanda
●Bush purchase
●Local Traders

DESTINATION

DISTRIBUTION

East Africa
Tanzania, Uganda, Kenya, Rwanda
●Bush purchase
●Local Traders

West Africa
Ivory Coast, Togo
●Small Scale Farmers
●Traders
●Imports

Europe
●Traders
●Roasters
●Exchange tendered

North America
●Group logistics and warehousing
●3rd party service providers
●Vessel Charter

●Traders
●Roasters

Global
●Vietnam

The ETG business model was born from a number of factors,
including Africa’s severe infrastructure deficiencies, the highly
fragmented and inefficient nature of smallholder-driven crop
cultivation, and seasonality of African crop cycles and lack of
public warehousing. Our core business is built on a
“hub-and-spoke” logistics network designed to facilitate goods
aggregation and forward / backward flows between ports and
the interior in key operating countries. Through the creation of
our 5 business verticals, we have placed a renewed focus on a
solution driven model to optimize Africa’s overall production
potential.
EXPORT TRADING COMPANY
Plot No. 26-27 Namanve Industrial Park
P.o.Box 33336 Kampala, Uganda
www.etgworld.com
info@etgworld.com
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ANKOLE COFFEE PRODUCERS
COOPERATIVE UNION LIMITED
(ACPCU)

The Youth: Over the years, there has been an observation
that there is continuous decrease of the youth involvement
in the coffee value chain and general agriculture production
in Uganda. Youth have been increasingly migrating from rural
areas to urban areas to look for work to earn them quick
money, and white collar jobs thus leaving the old person
(parents) in the villages to do the coffee growing. This leaves
the future of the industry in a compromising state.

ACPCU LTD MEDICAL CLINIC

ACPCU has also been succe

farmers through buying their
For this reason there is need to change this trend and have
and helping them to start sa
the youth more involved from their early ages in coffee
their
financial capacity
As a holistic organization, ACPCU looks at a farmer asincrease
a whole
hence
farming business, and therefore Ankole Coffee Producers Corate
to
enlarge
their farms an
the management got an idea of starting a medical facility to offer
operative Union Limited (ACPCU) is working hard to encourage subsidized health services to its farmers(core of the projects.
business) , staff
youth to participate in the production of coffee. In efforts to
and the community at large as we believe health is wealth
ACPCU believes in Gender equ
achieve this, ACPCU in partnership with PRODUCERS DIRECT
coffee. Our number of female s
to easily
reach out to the wom
established a coffee demonstration garden at Nyakashambya
The clinic was opened two years ago and offers majorly
(OPD)
the
younger
ladies in our com
Primary School located in south western region in Sheema
outpatient services and on some occasions inpatient (admission).
coffee farming.
District where the coffee in this farm has grown to production
Our prices are subsidized to farmers and staff. The daily
client
ACPCU has consistently paid th
History: ACPU was registered in July 2006 as a Co-op union. it
and
is
already
giving
income
which
is
projected
to
be
capacity
is
averagely
5
and
120
monthly.
the industry which makes the
started with 10members’ societies and 3500farmers. Since then,
working with us as opposed to
business has grown
fast and big,and
and our
Working capital
also and
approximately
10,000,000=
5,400,000=
fromascoffee
With our great team of resea
increased
to
more
than
five
times
the
starting
capital.
bananas (which have been intercropped) respectively. The
produce Coffee wilt resista
Type of organization: ACPCU is a profit making, second level
generated
income will be used to pay salaries for the support
established several demonstra
producer co-operative organization, which produces both Fair
● Malaria testing and treatment
staff
cover other
petty
costs for the school. Because of
We have a great and strong Q
tradeand
and Organic
certified
coffee.
equipped laboratory which he
● Typhoid, testing and treatment
this
success,ToACPCU
to replicate
the project
in several
Objective:
improveismembers
livelihoods
in a sustainable
way other
standard for both government
by adding as much Value as possible to their coffee.
● Brucellosis testing and treatment
schools.
have been awarded as the mo
Vision: being in a community in which members have been
● Blood pressure checkups and treatment of hypertension
Services to members:
Ittransformed
is excitinginto
having
pupils
start
up
a
coffee
plantation
and
kinds
of
brewed
coffee.
progressive farmers.
● Diabetes testing and treatment
ACPCU offers a wide range o
maintain
it
to
a
level
of
production.
At
the
school
demo,
pupils
Achievements
Mission: To promote mutual economic interest of members in a
Marketing and Business servi
●
Hepatitis
B
counseling,
testing
and
vaccination
are
taught
good
agronomic
practices
and
it
is
working
as
a
ACPCU
prides
in
being
a
center
of
excellence
with
sustainable way through value addition and bulk marketing by
material support (planting m
center
of excellence
in the
region.
This
is helping
to achieve
several awards
and recognitions
producing
and exporting
good
quality
products
which
are
● Minor
surgeriesfrom both public
trees), capacity building/emp
sustainable
production
given
the
opportunities
and
strengths
and private organizations.
competitive in the market.
● HIV counseling and testing
society leadership training, F
that
in the coffee value chain. It also gives a bright future
ACPCU has successfully increased exports by more
Ourexist
Coffee:
study tours and diverse projec
●
Family
planning
and
adolescent
friendly
services
with
hope
and a good direction as Uganda is working towards
than 100% from the time of start, some of this
1.
Variety: Natural Uganda Robusta Coffee
working capital and short term
achieving
the targetarea:
of exporting
20Uganda
millionRegion
bags by 2025. coffee being exported as gender coffee (women
2.
Geographical
South Western

SERVICES OFFERED.

ACHIEVEMENTS (IMPACT TO THE COMMUNITY).

services (scholarship scheme to
coffee).
3.
Altitude: 1350-1850m above sea level
ACPCU to the Commun
For the last 3yrs, we have been able to grow our
The
aregrades:
now Screen
passionate
about
coffee farming and the
4. Pupils
Export
18, 15, 14,
and 12
ACPCU
farmer
membership
to
20
primary
co-operative
● Hepatitis B counseling, testing and vaccination to
overbeing
200a community ba
5.
Cup
Our coffee
known
for to
its Chocolate,
Honeythe good
majority
of Quality:
the pupils
have isbeen
able
demonstrate
our corporate social respon
societies
with
more
than
10,000
farmers
and
these
clients
for
free
(staff,
board
members
and
farmers).
and caramel flavors. It is always fresh, with a heavy Body, attractive
practices
learnt in their homes.
have been able to receive all the privileges we give
fragrance and mild acidity, and this makes it good enough for all
● Through organizing outreaches we have been able to offer
to member farmers.
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free diabetes, hypertension, hepatitis B screening to the
community.(visiting churches, mosques and various trading
PROMOTING YOUTH DEVELOPMENT IN THE COFFEE INDUSTRY THROUGH COOPERATIVES, VALUE ADDITION AND INNOVATIONS.
centers ).Over 1500 clients were screened.
● Through partnership with other institutions as listed below, we
have been able to conduct medical camps.
» Bulamu healthcare international, USAID, Joint Medical
Stores at Shuuku health Centre iv (over 10,000 clients
got free treatment including minor surgeries) (one week
camp, February 2018)
» Muhame financial services, Marie stopes international,
and Uganda blood bank at Kabwohe stadium for a 2-days
camp ,August 2018 (over 2000 clients received services)
Prepared by Ms Akugizibwe Rebecca Baguma Senior Quality OfficerACPCU LTD and Mr. SSebwana Laban In charge- ACPCU CLINIC
Edited by Mr Bamuhangaine Nicodemus Organic field Supervisor-ACPCU
LTD
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How Barista
House Has
Impacted
The Local
Community
VISION
Together we build a loving coffee community

MISSION
To be the leading example through giving hope
and motivation to the youth and women involved
in the coffee sector.

CORE VALUES
ÎÎ
To be number one promoters of coffee in
Uganda through value addition.
ÎÎ
To create awareness and increase
consumption of coffee in Uganda.
ÎÎ
Skilling the youth and women involved in
coffee sector.
ÎÎ
Sourcing market for small holder coffee
farmers.
ÎÎ
Uniting baristas for the purpose of making
Africa, a distinguished center for professional
baristas.
Barista house is a company that was established
in 2018 to link up the women and youth involved
in coffee farming and value addition by improving
their skills and knowledge. We were previously
at Mirembe arcade. Our new home is found in

Kisenyi at Ovino mall second floor, room number
51.
Barista house has succeeded in linking up youth
job seekers to companies looking for workers.
Barista house has succeeded in sourcing market
for small hold coffee farmers especially the women
from the various parts of the country.
Barista House organizes a boot camp that takes
two days every year which creates a link between
farmers and baristas with different activities like
local roasting, local grinding, training farmers on
good post harvesting practices and how to make a
cup of coffee locally hence creating an impact on
local coffee consumption.

For more information about barista
house, contact Nyakaisiki Annet on
Tel: +256752408821/776408821
Email: nyakaisiki122@gmail.com
Barista boot camp; create a link
between farmers and baristas, local
roasting, local grinding and how to
make a cup of coffee locally.
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Brazafric is specialized in offering solutions through providing the following mechanised agricultural equipments in enhancing Agri-Business; Coffee
processing
Equipmentsin(wetmill,
Processing
Coffeethe
pulpers
(Manual
& Motorized)
, Cocoa processing
equipment
Grain Agri-Business;
storage and handling
Brazafric
is specialized
offeringGrading,
solutions
through line),
providing
following
mechanised
agricultural
equipments
in enhancing
Coffee
Equipment
(All ranges),
Chemical
Appliances
(Knapsnacks),
Seed
treatment
and
Grading
Equipments,
Foliage
Shredders
/ Threshers/Hammer
mills,
Soil
BrazAfric
is specialized
in
offering
solutions
through
providing
the
following
mechanised
equipments
in enhancing
Agriprocessing
Equipments
(wetmill,
Grading,
Processing
line),
Coffee
pulpers
(Manual
& Motorized)
, Cocoaagricultural
processing
equipment
Grain
storage and
handling
Brazafric
is
specialized
in
offering
solutions
through
providing
the
following
mechanised
agricultural
equipments
in
enhancing
Agri-Business;
Coffee
Preparation
Equipments,
Rice
mills,
Flour
mills,
Driers,
Electronic
color
sorters
and
All
garden
tools
(from
nursery
to
harvesting).
We
also
offer
consultation
Business;
Coffee
processing
Equipments
(wetmill,
Grading,
Processing
line),
Coffee
pulpers
(Manual
&
Motorized)
,
Cocoa
processing
Equipment (All ranges), Chemical Appliances (Knapsnacks), Seed treatment and Grading Equipments, Foliage Shredders / Threshers/Hammer mills, Soil
processing
Equipments
(wetmill,and
Grading,
Processing
line), Coffee
pulpers
(Manual
& Motorized)
, Cocoa
processing equipment
Grain storage
andGrading
handling
services,
Layout
designs,
Installations,
Training,
Commissioning
after-sales
services.
equipment
Grain Rice
storage
handling
Equipment
(Alland
ranges),
Chemical
Appliances
(Knapsnacks),
Seed treatment
and
Preparation
Equipments,
mills, Flour
mills, Driers,
Electronic
color
sorters
and
All garden
tools (from
nursery to harvesting).
We also
offer
consultation
Equipment
(All ranges),
Chemical
Appliances
(Knapsnacks), Seed
treatment
and Grading Equipments,
Foliage
Shredders
/ Threshers/Hammer
mills, Soil
Equipments,
Foliage
Shredders
/
Threshers/Hammer
mills,
Soil
Preparation
Equipments,
Rice
mills,
Flour
mills,
Driers,
Electronic
services,
Layout
designs,
Installations,
Training,
Commissioning
and
after-sales
services.
Preparation Equipments, Rice mills, Flour mills, Driers, Electronic color sorters and All garden tools (from nursery to harvesting). We also offer consultation

GRAIN, COCOA AND COFFEE PROCESSING MACHINERY
GRAIN, COCOA AND COFFEE PROCESSING MACHINERY

color sorters and All garden tools (from nursery to harvesting). We also offer consultation services, Layout designs, Installations,
services,
Layout
designs, Installations,
Training, Commissioning
and after-sales services.
Training,
Commissioning
and after-sales
services.

GRAIN, COCOA
ANDCOFFEE
COFFEE PROCESSING
MACHINERY
GRAIN, COCOA
AND
PROCESSING
MACHINERY

Grain, Dryers, Cleaners and Silos

Coffee Pulping Units

Coffee Size Graders

Coffee Pulping Units

Coffee Size Graders

Coffee Pulping Units

Grain, Dryers, Cleaners and Silos

Grain, Dryers, Cleaners and Silos

Coffee Size Graders

Rice Mill

Coffee Gravity Tables
Garden Tools

CoffeeGravity
GravityTables
Tables
Coffee

Coffee Roaster & Grinders

RiceRice
Mill Mill

Coffee Roaster
Coffee
Roaster&&Grinders
Grinders

Garden
Tools
Garden
Tools

Coffee Sample Roasters

Chemical Application Equipment

Chemical Application Equipment

Chemical Application Equipment

Coffee Sample Roasters

Coffee Sample Roasters

Colour Sorters

Colour Sorters

Colour Sorters

Compressors
Compressors

Compressors
MULTI THRESHER FOR
MULTI THRESHER FOR
MAIZE/SORGHUM/SOYA/
MAIZE/SORGHUM/SOYA/
WHEAT/ BARLEY/RICE
BARLEY/RICE
MULTIWHEAT/
THRESHER
FOR
MAIZE/SORGHUM/SOYA/
WHEAT/ BARLEY/RICE

CompleteFeed
FeedMixer
Mixer
Complete

Silos/Kikapu

Silos/Kikapu

Complete Feed Mixer

Silos/Kikapu

Foliage
FoliageHarvester
Harvesterand
andShredder
Shredder

BrazAfric Enterprises
Enterprises Uganda
BrazAfric
UgandaLtd
Ltd
BrazAfric Enterprises Uganda Ltd

Foliage Harvester
and Shredder
Plot
LuthuliAvenue,
Avenue,Bugolobi,
Bugolobi,Opposite
Opposite Uganda
Uganda Batteries.
Uganda,
Plot
27,27,
Luthuli
Batteries.P.O
P.OBox
Box8338
8338Kampala,
Kampala,
Uganda,
Tel:
+256
414
221
363,
+256
772
602
273,
+256
756
975
117,
+256
758
565
681.
Tel: +256 414 221 363, +256 772 602 273, +256 756 975 117, +256 758 565 681.
UGANDA
COFFEE
FEDERATION
PROMOTING YOUTH DEVELOPMENT
IN THE COFFEE INDUSTRY coffee-ug@brazafric.com
THROUGH COOPERATIVES, VALUE ADDITION AND INNOVATIONS.
Email:
brazafric-ug@brazafric.com,
grain-ug@brazafric.com,
46
27,
Luthuli
Avenue,
Bugolobi, Opposite
Uganda Batteries.
Box
Email:
brazafric-ug@brazafric.com,
grain-ug@brazafric.com,
2 0
M I P.O
L Lcoffee-ug@brazafric.com
I O 8338
N
B Kampala,
A G S
B Uganda,
Y
2 0 2 0
Coffee
Federation
38PlotUganda
Website: www.brazafric.com

Tel: +256 414 221 363, +256
772 602
273, +256 756 975 117, +256 758 565 681.
Website:
www.brazafric.com
Email: brazafric-ug@brazafric.com, grain-ug@brazafric.com, coffee-ug@brazafric.com
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UGANDA

COFFEE
FOOTBALL
TOURNAMENT
In the
rainy weather, a total
of 10 teams took part in this year’s
6th edition of the Uganda Coffee Football
Tournament which took place on 21st – 22nd
September, 2019 at Kyambogo University.
This year’s tournament even included teams from Mbale;
Namanve fc and Louis Dreyfus Company (LDC) and teams
returning to the tournament included Spedag, Nacori. Other
teams included Kyagalanyi, UCDA, ETG, Ideal Commodities and
TOUTON.
UCDA and Kyagalanyi came through the semi-finals to meet in the
final, meanwhile Namanve fc defeated ETG for third place.
The final was held in Kabwohe, Bushenyi where the International
Coffee Day was organized on 4th October, 2019. UCDA collected the
trophy having beaten Kyagalanyi on a penalty shootout. Second
place went to Kyagalanyi. The winners were awarded with a
trophy, medals and cash prizes all teams received certificates
for their participation in the tournament.
This year also marked the 3rd edition of the women’s
games that included 100 meter race, sack race,
balloon race, treasure hunt.
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International

COFFEE DAY Celebration
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I

t was held 0n 4th October 2019 at
Ankole Coffee Producers Coop
Union in Bushenyi, Sheema.
This is an annual event whose
goal is celebrating coffee with
communities, which was themed;
“Sustainable Coffee Production
through Cooperative Model and
Community Development” which
is in line with the coffee roadmap
to hitting 20m bags by 2025
through identifying one of the 9
initiatives; strengthening farmer
organizations and producer
cooperatives and organized by
Uganda Coffee Federation, Uganda
Coffee Development Authority and
ACPCU. Achievements, challenges
and future of the coffee industry
were discussed.
The event involved exhibitions
where
different
companies
displayed their products. From
exhibitions, a range of good
practices and services were
realized including value addition.
Some of the exhibitors include
ACPCU, UCDA, IWCA, Uganda
Cooperative Union, Kyagalanyi
and others. The entire value-chain
players were present including
exporters, roasters, researchers,
traders, youth, women processors
and government.

cooperatives, loss of global market share because people
are getting disinterested in growing coffee.

ACPCU is one of those cooperatives,
which has integrated upwards; not
only producing and marketing
but also exporting abroad to rich
markets, which we are advocating
for.

Coffee and cooperatives are linked together stated the
managing director – UCDA. Today we are celebrating
coffee but the prices are not reflecting the market but with
cooperatives, they help us to translate the already bad prices
with good quality coffee to get good premium prices. He
thanked people who have worked with UCDA to promote the
quality of coffee especially the cooperative groups and RDCs.

The major challenges discussed
were climatic change; youth
engagement, few farmers in

He thanked the minister of agriculture for his mentorship
and guidance since he joined the coffee industry and for
participating in the coffee roadmap. He also thanked him for
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driving forth the Uganda coffee bill which is a great asset to
the coffee industry.
He welcomed the guest of honour, Hon. Vincent Ssempijja
(MAAIF). The minister gave insights on cooperative
development in the coffee sector. He forwarded the
prime minister’s apologies for not being around due to
government engagements and also welcomed everyone
who was able to make it for the event. He also thanked all
the government bodies and private sector organizations
that have worked hand in hand with the ministry; UCF,
IWCA, PSFU, ACPCU, UCDA, RDCs, NUCAFE, OWC and
district officers.
He said that the president had instructed the ministry to
increase the production of coffee in Sheema; use of good
quality fertilizers is one way to achieve this. This is going
to require an intensive campaign in Sheema to realize this
target.
This day gives us the chance to reflect on how the coffee
year has progressed. The theme of this year is very
relevant and timely with the national development plan
II and embark on plan III that focuses on creation of jobs
especially for the young people.
Sustainable coffee production entails us to handle the
social, economical and environmental aspects on one

The Coffee year book 2018/2019

hand and successful planning
on the other hand. As the
government we are aware of the
Ugandan population where we
have the youngest people in the
world, so the way we handle this
will determine the development
of the industry.
Uganda’s economic growth has
been showing a positive trend
since 1986 averaging to 5.59 %
per annum between 2009 & 2018.
Production of coffee has been and
will continue being a backbone of
Uganda’s economy. In order to
remain competitive we need to
address critical factors such as
climate change mitigation and
adaption, strengthening farmer
cooperatives, access to finance,
as well as increased participation
of women at all levels of the coffee
value chain.
Special thanks to the coffee day
sponsors ACPCU Limited, UCDA
, Ugacof, Kyagalanyi coffee, ETG,
OLAM, Ideal commodities, Ibero,
Great Lakes, Kawacom, Louis
Dreyfus Company (U).
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COFFEE PUZZLE 2020
1

2

3

4

5

6

7
8
9

10

11

12
13
16

17

14

15

18
19

20

21
22
24

25

23

26

27

COFFEE PUZZLE 2020

Across

Down

1. To put coffee to fire (5)
1. Low land coffee (7)
2. Uganda coffee federation (3)
DOWN
2. Tastes like fruits (6)
ACROSS
3. Put weight to zero (4)
1. To put coffee
to firecoffee
(5) brew like alcohol (7) 1. Low land coffee
8. Prepare
(7)
5.
Go
bad (3)
2. Uganda coffee
federation
(3)
9. To plant in the soil (3)
2. Tastes like fruits (6)
6. Ugandan Export Company originating from
3. Put weight
zero (4)merged with rainforest alliance
11.toRecently
(3)
8. Prepare
coffee brew like alcohol
France (6)
5. Go bad (3)
12. Technique for brewing (3)
(7)
7. Young coffee plant (8)
6. Ugandan 13.
Export
Company
originating
Multinational
with
origins in Singapore
(4)plant in the
9. To
soil (3)
10. Not dried (6)
from France15.
(6)Number of coffee seasons in Vietnam
11.(3)
Recently merged with rainforest
14. Espresso combined with chocolate syrup and
7. Young coffee
plant
(8) before planting (4) alliance (3)
17. First
prepared
steamed milk (5)
10. Not dried
19.(6)
Coffee research institute (6)
12. Technique for
brewing (3)
16. Mother company for Kyagalanyi (7)
14. Espresso21.
combined
13. Multinational
with origins in
Loading with
cargochocolate
on a ship (6)
syrup and steamed milk (5)
Singapore (4) 18.2018 coffee cup winner (3)
24. Smell (5)
20. A cup of brewed coffee with espresso (5)
16. Mother company for Kyagalanyi (7)
15. Number of coffee
seasons in
27. Thin skin that covers wet processed
22.
National
coffee regulator (4)
18.2018 coffee cup winner (3)
Vietnam (3)
coffee
beans
(9)
23.
A
single
serving
20. A cup of brewed coffee with espresso
17. First prepared before planting of
(4)espresso (4)
25. Middle
month
(5)
19. Coffee research
institute
(6) in the western Uganda robusta
season
22. National coffee regulator (4)
21. Loading cargo
on a(3)ship (6)
26.
To test coffee (3)
23. A single serving of espresso (4)
24. Smell (5)

25. Middle month in the western Uganda
robusta season (3)
26. To test coffee (3)

27. Thin skin that covers wet processed coffee beans (9)

Exporter

KYAGALANYI COFFEE FACTORY LTD

UGACOF (U) LTD

IDEAL QUALITY COMMODITIES LTD

OLAM UGANDA LTD

KAWACOM (U) LTD

IBERO (U) LTD

BESMARK COFFEE COMPANY LIMITED

TOUTON UGANDA LIMITED

COMMODITY SOLUTIONS (U) LTD

KAMPALA DOMESTIC STORE LTD

LOUIS DREYFUS COMPANY (U) LTD

EXPORT TRADING COMPANY (U) LTD

GRAINPULSE LTD

COFFEE WORLD LTD

GREAT LAKES COFFEE COMPANY LTD

NAKANA COFFEE FACTORY LTD

MBALE IMPORTERS & EXPORTERS LTD

BAKHSONS TRADING CO. (U) LTD

THE EDGE TRADING (U) LTD

TATA UGANDA LMITED

ISHAKA QUALITY COMMODITIES LTD

ANKOLE COFFEE PRODUCERS COOP UNION
LTD

DARLEY INVESTMENTS LTD

NO

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

2,560

1,400

5,024

3,956

3,388

8,188

9,882

12,724

15,270

4,636

9,830

15,952

14,567

19,902

20,448

16,712

25,344

43,122

45,849

42,969

October

3,200

5,672

6,838

7,500

7,142

4,936

9,420

14,436

14,830

11,480

8,018

3,060

16,382

22,492

12,620

28,394

24,992

14,480

22,132

46,710

37,429

66,814

November

1,280

3,670

2,796

7,500

700

3,058

3,646

6,508

11,882

9,516

640

640

12,836

12,275

14,418

18,154

19,142

10,616

17,874

45,486

26,904

60,109

December

2,082

13,061

12,300

350

3,300

4,968

9,322

5,229

10,634

10,680

15,690

5,790

13,512

12,718

10,414

14,828

16,348

19,394

44,604

53,744

35,547

60,582

January

2,560

1,200

2,006

2,924

3,284

5,546

5,097

7,544

3,042

8,158

4,600

14,326

10,422

19,046

8,707

18,400

21,421

32,070

47,602

36,003

53,216

February

Appendix 1 Coffee Exports by exporter by month in coffee year 2018/19
in 60- Kilo bags and market share

654

1,600

2,200

3,330

2,310

5,327

7,102

7,776

7,764

2,094

6,868

8,800

5,454

8,500

17,190

12,886

24,950

27,161

42,844

44,534

49,926

44,227

March

1,370

330

1,620

7,654

1,050

2,742

668

3,647

3,656

14,570

8,674

2,762

8,878

9,788

12,910

11,650

19,723

31,666

28,560

66,039

58,183

April

360

1,280

4,500

5,204

1,020

6,038

668

7,070

6,290

3,376

8,960

20,956

9,824

18,480

7,972

8,850

22,182

22,714

44,569

18,240

51,831

66,551

May

1,740

320

2,390

1,200

3,468

4,396

3,680

1,744

5,066

8,160

14,314

5,880

9,314

10,332

16,514

20,068

15,491

27,368

11,955

28,535

20,964

47,562

71,415

June

3,050

6,516

1,755

6,600

5,234

3,738

3,702

2,402

6,914

7,660

3,058

19,710

24,858

11,124

17,952

12,299

27,219

29,702

20,070

45,774

47,027

57,039

90,974

July

2,326

9,294

3,510

11,928

8,290

2,400

3,170

6,340

4,596

10,585

8,384

22,730

21,912

13,456

30,632

28,692

19,856

44,345

49,882

43,451

51,546

75,071

August

1,712

2,010

1,020

1,020

4,330

2,419

3,882

5,690

6,440

9,440

21,112

14,832

4,010

21,730

14,096

17,552

38,461

28,921

32,439

46,641

62,938

20,812

29,484

37,460

40,800

42,294

43,272

49,009

52,357

85,527

86,706

87,309

121,588

135,170

143,126

161,649

190,744

210,129

252,590

267,052

414,215

471,879

552,316

753,049

Septem- Grand
ber
Total
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Exporter

SENA INDO UGANDA LIMITED

DISCOVERY TRADING LIMITED

QUALICOFF (U) LIMITED

ANKOLE COFFEE PRODUCERS COOP UNION
LTD

ISHAKA QUALITY COMMODITIES LTD

BAKWANYE TRADING CO. LTD

COFFEE WORLD LTD

KIBINGE COFFEE FARMERS’ COOP SOC LTD

ZIGOTI COFFEE WORKS LTD

ANKOLE COFFEE PROCESSORS LTD

KAWERI COFFEE PLANTATION

BUKONZO JOINT CO-OPERATIVE UNION LTD

BANYANKOLE KWETERANA COOP UNION LTD

NUCAFE

FALCON INTERNATIONAL COFFEE COMPANY
LIMITED

KARAZ COFFEE FACTORY

PRIME COFFEE LIMITED

OMEGA OIL (U) Ltd

PLATINUM COMMODITIES (JKR) LTD

UNITED ORGANIC COFFEE GROWERS LIMITED

MOUNTAIN HARVEST SMC LIMITED

CENTRAL COFFEE FARMERS ASSOCIATION

NUCAFE

BRIKAM (U) LTD

NO

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

1,581

1,980

2,640

1,054

640

1,960

9,430

4,840

3,758

2,424

825

October

700

700

320

960

530

668

320

1,340

320

2,322

2,970

November

700

660

990

1,348

480

690

691

300

2,040

10,996

320

2,080

2,628

December

340

330

350

320

160

320

974

4,058

2,000

320

4,170

4,378

900

January

640

320

660

1,020

320

960

1,050

720

3,580

2,960

1,050

1,584

February

1,750

8

680

640

420

1,394

1,340

1,000

1,050

320

2,310

March

487

960

700

334

330

852

640

974

2,386

365

320

360

April

640

320

320

320

360

320

320

1,704

1,320

680

1,500

May

480

640

330

700

330

331

974

1,014

640

1,320

334

1,425

June

330

330

700

330

720

320

320

1,280

1,680

320

1,714

July

700

360

640

640

320

1,050

670

640

1,600

1,750

974

5,660

August

960

330

1,040

320

640

988

700

1,340

960

960

7,126

1,400

320

3,195

1,400

1,581

1,600

2,267

2,570

2,640

2,680

2,800

3,094

3,960

4,251

5,602

5,920

7,470

8,561

9,804

9,920

10,996

11,545

13,010

15,246

15,898

17,358

18,785

Septem- Grand
ber
Total
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SUPERBIA INTERNATIONAL COFFEE TRADE
LTD

BUKONZO ORGANIC FARMERS COOPERATIVE
UNION

TARIQ GENERAL SUPPLIERS LTD

EQUATORIAL BEANS FACTORY LTD

CISCO PETROLEUM (U) LTD

SHIBA WORLD INVESTMENTS LTD

BUFUMBO ORGANIC FARMERS ASSOCIATION

TURADS TRADING (U) LTD

BUGISU COOP UNION LTD

BROS COFFEE (U) LTD

HILLSIDE COFFEE COMPANY LTD

ZOMBO COFFEE PARTNERS LIMITED

WHITECUP COFFEE AND FOOD LIMITED

CHANZO COFFEE LTD

LOVE UGANDA ENVIRONMENT FRIENDLY LTD

GERUGA EXPORT LIMITED

TERRENOVA TRADING CO. LTD

NILE HIGHLAND ARABICA COFFEE FARMERS
ASSN.

EMPIRE AGRICULTURAL COFFEE LTD

CARICO CAFÉ CONNOISSEUR LIMITED

THE COFFEE GARDENS LIMITED

TATOMA INTERNATIONAL LTD

SIMPLY KAWA UGANDA LIMITED

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

58

59

60

61

62

63

64

65

66

67

68

69

70

Grand Total

Exporter

NO

353,205

350

October

401,447

350

300

320

350

November

314,437

128

286

100

350

December

84

20

320

720

February

31

119

226

300

March

395,097 323,182 345,085

160

100

320

360

440

January

320

277

130

320

May

305,643 345,786

159

38

59

129

40

20

350

April

168

320

450

350

July

330

350

334

450

August

341,294 463,709 488,864

130

450

320

June

362,219

168

170

907

4,439,968

31

84

119

128

159

160

168

268

286

290

350

358

466

485

640

660

670

700

1,080

1,241

1,350

1,380

1,400

Septem- Grand
ber
Total
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65,962

353,205

SUCAFINA S.A

AL-TASHEEL

BERNHARD ROTHFOSS

ECOM AGRO INDUSTRIALIST

COEX COFFEE INTERNATIONAL

STRAUSS

ICONA CAFÉ

HAMBURG COFFEE

BERCHER COFFEE

LOUIS DREYFUS

ALDWAMI CO

TOUTON GENEVA

PACORINI SILOCAF

LUIGI LAVAZZA

TATA COFFEE

INDUS COFFEE

FALCON COMMODITIES

ELMATHAHIB

JACOBS DOUWE EGBERTS

KONINKLIJKE DOUWE

NED COFFEE B.V

GUZMAN

NKG BERO ITALIA

GRB

DEK BERLIN

NESTLE JAPAN

KCL GERMANY

Others

Grand Total

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

1,400

333

3,240

5,950

3,680

4,500

9,630

12,628

11,406

18,080

6,924

12,680

13,181

15,012

16,102

24,328

25,900

40,648

33,586

OLAM INTERNATIONAL

2

28,035

VOLCAFE

Oct

53,573

1,750

320

6,160

5,732

7,500

1,670

6,060

6,233

20,964

10,938

9,532

11,680

8,155

22,323

9,336

19,142

10,500

28,266

25,594

49,009

Dec

401,447 314,437

77,070

3,500

1,800

3,600

700

5,500

4,520

7,500

6,303

6,034

14,200

18,728

21,828

23,222

11,955

22,960

13,020

25,352

12,950

43,783

31,904

45,018

Nov

395,097

42,506

1,050

360

4,900

2,318

994

2,160

9,360

7,350

2,650

12,080

15,650

5,270

1,800

3,976

11,550

7,680

86

20,260

12,270

12,135

20,484

16,364

16,028

32,200

32,169

62,430

39,017

Jan

323,182

37,263

1,280

720

2,120

654

2,640

1,327

2,880

5,400

3,850

1,315

4,220

2,650

5,568

5,062

4,900

7,000

52

13,032

9,794

6,080

14,782

17,571

18,400

30,100

33,655

44,364

46,503

Feb

345,085

37,125

1,050

360

3,949

1,666

3,320

1,318

7,200

1,080

4,550

4,480

2,700

1,180

2,100

10,000

5,750

14,700

3,700

6,080

7,810

5,764

12,020

11,944

24,491

26,230

37,450

30,426

49,218

27,424

Mar

305,643

47,315

1,050

4,227

1,800

2,318

4,620

2,800

1,950

600

590

5,150

620

5,960

6,650

4,170

10,268

334

3,136

5,815

9,212

18,505

11,650

35,000

49,589

33,282

39,032

Apr

345,786

341,294

49,935

700

700
47,941

2,160

1,440

333

2,974

7,741

3,960

1,800

1,750

3,210

1,500

2,350

4,484

8,400

8,294

4,550

10,500

6,916

13,834

3,814

19,330

10,606

10,295

27,368

14,000

47,312

36,010

35,728

Jun

640

2,160

920

360

1,360

360

2,100

4,800

7,350

1,750

8,880

4,294

10,484

9,140

7,200

4,410

7,116

9,800

15,572

21,690

22,502

20,650

43,651

46,641

43,315

May

46,976

2,800

6,320

5,040

1,200

6,749

660

4,288

360

8,640

2,100

4,600

7,802

13,320

11,640

13,338

21,700

1,720

12,944

6,218

17,730

16,249

9,856

22,497

20,222

63,000

46,533

58,576

55,786

Aug

463,709 488,864

50,463

1,400

3,040

4,280

2,028

6,696

9,821

5,400

4,900

3,658

5,700

8,895

13,110

10,100

9,037

9,800

9,800

10,076

7,082

8,396

11,405

14,866

12,418

30,322

40,600

54,009

52,146

64,261

Jul

600,279

15,400

15,960

16,160

17,316

17,563

23,630

25,145

27,660

36,720

38,850

44,243

50,854

57,990

60,824

87,001

92,438

102,184

106,130

110,982

113,029

122,920

133,304

169,955

200,968

260,026

369,600

495,346

508,032

519,459

Grand Total

362,219 4,439,968

44,150

2,520

1,002

2,668

650

2,520

1,800

2,800

2,240

1,500

4,325

13,970

8,000

11,832

17,850

5,850

9,614

1,765

7,318

7,179

2,338

18,679

18,482

47,250

45,305

34,281

46,331

Sep

Appendix 2 Coffee Exports by Buyer by Month in the Coffee Year 2018/ 2019 in 60-Kilo bags
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Appendix 3 Coffee Exports by month by type Coffee year 2018/19
Quantity in 60- Kilo bags; Value in US$
Robusta
Month
Quantity
October
245,662
November 291,740
December 243,160
January
325,694
February
261,526
March
265,655
April
218,978
May
250,957
June
256,291
July
386,584
August
414,940
September 310,863
Grand Total 3,472,050

value
23,451,303
28,130,196
23,206,944
29,937,435
24,209,036
24,284,040
19,923,241
22,319,640
22,592,271
35,338,116
38,086,906
28,941,725
320,420,852

Arabica
Quantity
107,543
109,707
71,277
69,403
61,656
79,430
86,665
94,829
85,003
77,125
73,924
51,356
967,918

value
11,632,354
12,993,368
9,088,466
9,294,262
8,385,064
9,510,173
10,125,289
10,678,867
9,281,228
8,627,139
8,224,189
5,703,018
113,543,417

Total
Quantity
353,205
401,447
314,437
395,097
323,182
345,085
305,643
345,786
341,294
463,709
488,864
362,219
4,439,968

value
35,083,657
41,123,564
32,295,410
39,231,697
32,594,100
33,794,213
30,048,530
32,998,507
31,873,499
43,965,255
46,311,095
34,644,744
433,964,269
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Appendix 4 Coffee Exports by grade Coffee year 2018/19
Quantity in 60- Kilo bags; Value in US$, unti value US$/Kilo
GRADE

QUANTITY

%AGE QTY

VALUE

%AGGE VALUE

UNIT VALE

ORGANIC ROBUSTA

24,232

0.70

2,876,448

0.90

1.98

ROUSTA UTZ

350

0.01

39,440

0.01

1.88

WASHED ROBUSTA

12,748

0.37

1,405,550

0.44

1.84

SCREEN 15 ORG

270

0.01

36,072

0.01

2.23

SCREEN 18 FAIR TRADE

320

0.01

42,752

0.01

2.23

SCREEN 15 FAIR TRADE

320

0.01

42,752

0.01

2.23

SCREEN 18

374,844

10.80

38,278,730

11.95

1.70

SCREEN 17

250,073

7.20

24,788,147

7.74

1.65

SCREEN 15

1,649,953

47.52

157,054,254

49.01

1.59

SCREEN 14

42,274

1.22

3,764,953

1.18

1.48

SCREEN 13

2,416

0.07

235,447

0.07

1.62

SCREEN 12

680,868

19.61

60,376,261

18.84

1.48

BHP1199

300

0.01

23,810

0.01

1.32

Other Robustas

433,082

12.47

31,456,238

9.82

1.21

TOTAL ROBUSTA

3,472,050

100.00

320,420,852

100.00

1.54

ORGANIC BUGISU

5,774

0.60

936,572

0.82

2.70

ORGANIC OKORO

13,410

1.39

1,933,917

1.70

2.40

FULLY WASHED SIPI FALS

14,634

1.51

3,567,918

3.14

4.06

ORG WUGAR

960

0.10

177,779

0.16

3.09

ORGANIC DRUGAR

5,857

0.61

962,717

0.85

2.74

OKORO A+

320

0.03

49,693

0.04

2.59

BUGISU A+

47,251

4.88

6,187,182

5.45

2.18

RWENZORI AA

203

0.02

26,046

0.02

2.14

MT.ELGON A+

93,585

9.67

13,528,849

11.92

2.41

MT.ELGON AA

157

0.02

29,046

0.03

3.08

MT.ELGON PB

40

0.00

9,524

0.01

3.97

MT ELGON A

4,773

0.49

635,190

0.56

2.22

MT ELGON AB

320

0.03

36,614

0.03

1.91

MT ELGON B

40

0.00

9,524

0.01

3.97

BUGISU AA

52,930

5.47

7,217,697

6.36

2.27

BUGISUB AB

30,874

3.19

4,059,566

3.58

2.19

BUGISU A

5,782

0.60

832,921

0.73

2.40

BUGISU B

1,042

0.11

176,456

0.16

2.82

BUGISU C/PB

3,342

0.35

439,762

0.39

2.19

BUGISU PB

883

0.09

100,483

0.09

1.90

BUGISU C

7

0.00

701

0.00

1.67

MIXED ARABICA

4,430

0.46

648,478

0.57

2.44

WUGAR

62,344

6.44

8,430,828

7.43

2.25

DRUGAR

536,055

55.38

56,648,016

49.89

1.76

Other Arabicas

82,905

8.57

6,897,936

6.08

1.39

TOTAL ARABICA

967,918

100.00

113,543,417

100.00

1.96

GRAND TOTAL

4,439,968

433,964,269

1.63

1,053

2,300

2,346

SINGAPORE

ROMANIA

POLAND

1,628

1,568

334

AUSTRALIA

EGYPT

3,706

2,658

1,354

350

FINLAND

1,638

640

UNITED KINGDOM

UKRAINE

330

DENMARK

4,568

5,465

1,920

3,240

4,188

1,440

5,104

1,280

MEXICO

960

SOUTH KOREA

2,754

1,954

563

CHINA

1,976

RUSSIA

3,820

SOUTH AFRICA

1,324

2,880

1,554

JAPAN

6,080

CROATIA

5,358

FRANCE

6,460

1,044

4,620

SWEDEN

3,280

710

11,520

ISRAEL

17,535

NETHERLANDS

13,560

PORTUGAL

12,930

6,690

15,873

EUROPEAN UNION

20,920

17,654

22,298

24,890

13,310

83,090

SLOVENIA

15,427

SWITZERLAND

35,380

12,700

INDIA

16,519

28,257

BELGIUM

8,806

18,992

UNITED STATES

SPAIN

30,070

SUDAN

MOROCCO

14,154

55,708

GERMANY

71,065

74,923

ITALY

Nov

Oct

DESTINATION

1,536

654

2,880

1,080

12,032

2,290

1,696

420

660

2,142

610

15,951

3,840

4,668

70,201

25,312

2,008

10,100

19,126

12,415

12,696

10,770

58,016

36,986

Dec

1,400

640

640

2,360

6,290

954

4,160

3,697

580

2,274

2,160

1,690

960

1,970

2,200

1,380

900

1,710

8,190

6,080

6,615

1,014

5,028

17,826

24,250

33,380

19,660

17,853

51,450

56,433

106,320

Jan

2,938

900

2,371

4,276

3,320

1,000

1,080

1,308

720

1,370

3,412

1,460

1,293

1,600

2,890

4,322

3,224

5,100

5,263

1,600

11,300

13,150

17,734

12,210

19,780

13,302

38,850

40,924

96,331

Feb

1,300

403

990

1,300

1,391

4,323

270

954

810

1,080

3,114

2,770

840

2,715

970

2,785

1,490

2,140

1,760

4,800

3,671

4,050

14,493

12,818

17,525

15,654

25,634

56,700

55,143

97,386

Mar

2,450

608

320

1,322

6

1,824

570

350

1,890

990

1,680

2,300

1,508

3,664

1,600

4,010

2,826

2,780

1,400

3,880

6,553

6,090

9,909

9,002

31,560

23,447

23,030

44,800

39,179

70,046

Apr

320

1,020

960

2,080

330

1,000

320

334

1,080

4,250

150

320

2,900

4,430

5,065

590

7,080

7,209

4,978

11,171

11,602

26,790

15,112

46,487

33,950

45,014

104,692

May

350

640

130

1,850

320

334

4,335

1,950

1,665

2,560

4,160

5,760

2,378

670

8,660

6,555

1,050

9,003

16,141

10,824

32,835

16,794

33,342

20,650

39,991

111,401

Jun

320

1,340

640

1,253

360

360

1,080

3,520

3,282

2,160

2,240

3,357

3,650

6,548

3,840

2,735

5,227

2,068

7,040

4,974

21,725

21,101

21,138

27,666

19,182

21,666

56,720

63,517

152,575

Jul

1,020

986

320

320

1,300

1,420

3,220

1,648

4,680

1,320

4,200

8,658

6,080

1,613

4,023

10,598

4,494

5,440

8,663

350

4,660

18,342

20,790

22,927

40,235

17,374

86,800

58,710

144,979

Aug

1,656

990

320

1,968

3,720

2,355

320

640

3,200

1,280

4,565

10,320

4,389

3,520

1,992

3,766

7,229

14,466

12,620

35,144

15,232

75,260

51,066

101,959

Sep

9,442

9,665

9,878

14,973

15,345

15,384

15,644

18,012

18,029

19,444

21,650

23,634

24,384

25,083

27,402

31,328

33,036

33,132

52,113

53,226

70,240

87,258

103,018

132,259

157,830

204,623

263,493

267,978

270,498

519,330

646,791

1,168,663

Grand Total
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870

401,447

200

450

580

640
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341,294

488,864
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1,308
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1,350
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1,600
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3,475
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4,160

5,005
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8,132

9,004

Grand Total

362,219

4,439,968
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320

324

450

620

700

870

929

130

320

320

320

640

580

350

320

660

1,600

668

644

May

239

650

1,050

960

370

320

330

640

1,670

Apr

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

320

320

640

1,180

960

700

640

330

226

320

Mar

960

620

900

988

600

1,800

640

84

320

1,600

1,002

1,280

Feb

960

320

640

350

334

270

320

1,600

Jan

BULGARIA

350

320

Oakland

ALBANIA

320

300

668

350

330

330

1,900

1,000

Dec

AUSTRIA

T.B.A

IRAN

SOUTH SUDAN

300

TAIWAN

300

320

IRELAND

NEWZEALAND

1,002

ALGERIA

350

350

350

TURKEY

1,375

LIBYA

320

2,640

SAUDI ARABIA

320

320

ESTONIA

1,378

VIETNAM

333

LATVIA

960

640

1,670

GREECE

640

334

960

Nov

CAPE VERDE

1,002

320

MADAGASCAR

2,880

CANADA

KENYA

Oct

DESTINATION
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UCF MEMBERS’ PROFILE
Name
Address
Location
Tel:
Email
Contact

Ankole Coffee Producers CoopUnion
P.OBox172,Bushenyi.
BassajaWard, Mbarara-KaseseRoad.
+256772461876
john.n@acpcultd.com
JohnNuwagaba

Name
Address
Location
Tel:
Fax
Email:
Contact

GREAT LAKES COFFEE CO LTD
P.O.Box27198Kampala
PlotM289NtindaIndustrialArea
+256414286961/0772400935
+256364286960
s.costas@greatlakescoffee.co.ug
Mr.StamosCostasNicolaides

Name
Address
Location
Tel:
Email
Contact

IDEALCOMMODITIES(U)LTD
P.OBox20086,Lugogo,Kampala
Plot2247,KakajoZone,Bweyogerere
+256772561682/702078707
idealcom2012@gmail.com
HajiSirajJaliawala–MD

Name
Address
Location
Tel:
Fax
Email
Contact

KAMPALADOMESTICSTORES
P.OBox25604Kampala
6/8NyondoClose,Bugoloobi
+256414235597/0752777755
+256414235304
office@kdscoffee.com
Mr.IshakK.Lukenge–MD

Name
Address
Location
Tel:
Fax
Email

KYAGALANYICOFFEELTD
P.OBox3181Kampala
NamanveIndustrialBusinessPark,
+256414344021/312265251
+256414230145
kcl@kyagalanyi.com
alistair.sequeira@kyagalanyi.com
Contact AlistairSequeira
Name
Address
Location
Tel:
Fax
Email
Contact

OLAM(U)LTD
P.OBox23436Kampala
NamanveIndustrialBusinessPark
+256414271440
+256392251013
iyer.suresh@olamnet.com
Mr.IyerSuresh-MD

Name
UGACOFLTD
Address P.OBox7355Kampala
Location Plot246Kireku,Bweyogerere
Tel:
+256414250024/25/Fax
+256312250020
Email
reception@ugacof.com
Contact Mr.MichaelNuwagaba–COO
Name
Address
Location
Tel:
Fax
Email
Contact

KAWERICOFFEEPLANTATIONSLTD
P.O.Box264Mubende
Plot1Kitemba,Mubende
+256362600600/0772200460
+256362600610
mail@kaweri.com
EtienneSteyn–MD

Name
SPEDAGINTERFREIGHT(U)LTD
Address P.O.Box4555Kampala
Location Plot284NakawaIndustrialArea,
Tel:
+256414505805/60772453178
Fax
+256414505803
Email: adnan.kamulegeya@spedaginter
freight.com
Contact AdnanKamulegeya
RegionalExportsManager

Name:
EXPORTTRADINGCOMPANY
Address: P.O.Box33336Kampala
Location: Plot26/27NamanveIndustrialPark
Tel:
+256414254642/0759260801
Fax
+256414254645
Email
utpal.pandya@etgworld.com
Contact Utpal.V.Pandya-CountryHead

Name: NEW BUKUMBI LTD
Address UHMG Building, Ground Floor, Plot
2022, Martyrs Cresent, Ntinda, P.O.Box
20125, Nakawa Uganda
Tel: +256 751 449095

Name
Address
Location
Tel:
Fax
Email
Contact
Name
Address
Location
Tel:
Fax
Email
Contact

Name: BESMARK
Address P.O.Box 26859, Namboole road
Tel: +256392945051		
Email sabiitibesmarkcoffee@gmail.com
Contact Sabiiti Benard

IBERO(UGANDA)LTD
P.OBox23139,Kampala
7thStreetIndustrialArea
+256312261464/5
+256414342646
eugene.nsereko@nkg.coffee
Mr.EugeneNsereko-GM
JOBCOFFEELTD
P.OBox4152,Kampala
NtindaIndustrialArea
+256414312262993/0772748494
+256414251783
akalule2@gmail.com
Mr.AyubKalule–MD

Name
KAWACOMUGANDALTD
Address P.OBox22623Kampala
Location PlotM284,NtindaIndustrialArea
Tel:
+25641422611/9/0712744967
Fax
+256414505632/222612
Email
ugandasales@ecomtrading.com
Contact Mr.RoyLugone–MD
Name
LOUISDREYFUSCOMPANYUGANDALTD
Address P.O.Box35021
Location NamanveIndustrialBusinesspark
Tel:
+256204000501
Fax
+256414286322
Email:
kuldeep.kaushik@ldc.com
Contact KuldeepKaushik
Mobile:
+256776022025
Name
GRAINPULSELTD
Address P.OBox6217KampalaLocation
4/5NyondoClose,
Bugoloobi
Tel:
+256414252541
Fax
+256414258254
Email
savannah@infocom.co.ug
Contact Mr.HanningtonKaruhanga–MD

Name: BRAZAFRIC
Address P.O.Box 8338,Kampala Plot 27
Luthuli Avenue,Bugolobi
Tel: +256 414221363/414221363
Email countrymanager.uganda@brazafricgroup.com
Contact Robert Ayume
Name: BRIDGE COFFEES
Address: P.O.Box 6897,Kampala Plot 5, GF
Katengo Road,Kamwokya
Tel: +256 777801543		
Email ahmad.jazayeri@gmail.com
Contact Ahmad Jazayeri
Name: BULAMU COFFEE
Address P.O.Box 5022 Kampala Plot 571
Butto Road, Namanve Industrial park
Tel: +256 414666773		
Email Lubega.aloysious@yahoo
Contact Lubega Aloysius

Name: COFFEE WORLD
Address P.O.Box 4785,kampala
Plot 508 Bombo Road
Tel: +256 772500982/782891045		
Email annmayanja898@gmail.com
Contact Ann Mayanja

Name
ZIGOTICoffeeWorksLimited
Address P.OBox20086,Lugogo,Kampala
Location Plot104,5thStreetIndustrialarea
Tel:
+256701455283
Office/Fax+256414250420/414250429
Email
zicotizicot@yahoo.co.uk
Contact RoseKato-MD

Name: GLADFARM
Address Kapeka
Location Kapeka
Tel: +256 789650995		
Email contact@gladfarm.com
Contact Jacinta Akiteng

Name
Address
Location
Tel:
Email
Contact

KamaamaEstatesLimited
P.OBox1674,Kampala
Nkuke,Buwungasub-county,Masaka
+256772722684
fluzinda@gmail.com
FredLuzinda-MD

Name GORILLA SUMMIT COFFEEAddress
P.O.Box 28308 kampala
Plot 7 Nakawa House, PortBell Rd.
Tel: +256783242744/256312514897		
Email Gerald@gorillasummitcoffee.com
Contact Mr. Gerald Mbabazi- GM

Name
Address
Location
Tel:
Fax
Email
Contact

BOLLOREAFRICALOGISTICSLTD
P.O.Box5501Kampala
PlotM611NtindaRoad
+256414336000/753339536
+256414286458
mercy.buteleollore.com
MercyButeleExportsManager

Name HANNS R. NEUMANN (HRNS)
Bukasa
Address Plot 2997 Bukasa Road,Kampala
Tel: +256414342955		
Email stefan.cognigni@hrnsstiftung.org
Contact Stefan Cognigni
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Name
PSILOGISTICS
Address P.O.Box14058,Kampala
Location: Plot6,OldPortbellRoad-Luzira
Tel:+256(0)414694115/755600222
Email
operations@psilogisticsltd.com
Contact EmmanuelNsanze-MD

Name NACORI
Address P.O.Box 185 Mukono
Location Mukono
Tel:+256 414697659		
Email gkagezi2naro.go.ug
Contact Godfrey Kagezi

Name
ACEGLOBAL(U)LTD
Address P.O.Box22749,Kampala,Uganda
Location Plot 31 Clement Hill Road,Kampala
Tel:
+256414233973/348425
Fax
+256414235471
Email
amos.tumwesigye@aceglobaldepository.
com
Contact Mr.AmosTumwesigye,
RegionalManager–EasternAfrica

Name BALTICCONTROLINSPECTIONSERVICES
Address P.O.Box22707,Kampala,Uganda
Location: Plot12Bukotostreet
Tel:
+256393216523/794888888
Email
ssa@balticcontrol.com
Contact Mr.ShakeelSarwar-MD

Name NC BANK
Address P.O.Box 28707 Kampala Location
Rwenzori Towers ,Nakasero Road
Tel:+256 312388100/312388155
Email NCBankCustomercare@nicgroup.com
Contact Ramla Nantongo

Name
ICONACAFE
Address PrincipeDeVergara1362800ZMadrid
Location: Madrid,Spain
Tel:
+34913837700
Fax
+34902337700
Email
iconacafe@iconacafe.com
Contact Mr.JuanPeran

Name
Address
Tel:
Fax
Email
Contact

Name SOLIDARIDAD			
Tel:+256 772466403		
Email julius.ssemyalo@solidaridadnetwork.org
Contact Julius Ssemyalo

Name
Address
Location
Tel:
Office
Email
Contact

MATSIKOHOLDINGSLTD
P.OBox20051Kampala
Plot4ParliamentaryAve,EcoBankPlaza
+256772336688/+256704336688
+256414697787
topher@matsikoholdings.com
TopherMatsiko

Name
AtoZTEXTILEMILLSLIMITED
Address P.O.BOX945Arusha
Tel: +255788808534/+255689103671
Email
bhubhinder@azpfl.com
Contact Mr.BhubhinderSingh-MD

Name TOUTON
Address P.O.Box 4152,Kampala
Location Plot M224 Ntinda Industrial Area
Tel: Tel:+256 701983321		
Email tlevesque@touton.com
Contact Thomas Levesque

Name
Address
tion

AFRICACOFFEEACADEMY
P.O.Box4925,Kampala,UgandaLoca-

Name
SUMMITCOFFEE
Address P.OBox28308Kampala
Location Plot7NakawaHouse,PortBellRd,
Tel:
+256783242744/+256312514897
Email
Gerald@summitcoffee.com
Contact Mr.GeraldMbabazi-GM

Name PLATINUM COMMODITIES Address
P.O.Box 25751 Kampala
Location 572 Butto Road Namanve Industrial
Park
Tel:+256 701505527		
Email platinumcoffee jkr@gmail.com
Contact Gerald Jjakira

Name
STANBICBANK
Address P.O.Box7131Kampala
Location CrestedTowersHanningtonRoad
Tel:
+256414234710/11/13-24/
Fax
+256414231116
Email
ugandainfo@stanbic.com
Contact RichardWangwe
Head of Agriculture

Name UTZ			
Tel:+256 772605620		
Email rashida.nakabuga@utz.org
Contact Rashida Nakabuga

Name
SALAMA COFFEE ESTATES LTD
Tel:
+256772844299
Email
pius.babyesiza@salamacoffee.com
Web:
www.salamacoffee.com
Contact Pius Babyesiza, Chief Operating Officer

Name: MOUNTAIN HARVEST
Address: P.O. BOX 22892 Kampala, Uganda
Location: Plot 23 Bazarabusa Drive Bugolobi
Tel:
+256 414 665584
+256 757 772299
Email: kbarigye@mountainharvest.com
www.mountainharvest.com
Contact: Kenneth M. Barigye

Name WEC LINES
Address P.O.Box 29291 Kisozi House Location
Nakasero Kisozi House Complex
Tel:+256 414255139/255097		
Email andrew.kakembo@ug.weclines.com
Contact Mr. Andrew Kakembo

Name FUNZO COFFEE (U) LTD
Address UHMG Building, Ground Floor, Plot 2022,
Martyrs Cresent, Ntinda, P.O.Box 20125, Nakawa
Uganda
Tel: +256 790790786
Web: www.funzocoffee.com

Name Red2Roast Ltd
Address UHMG Building, Ground Floor, Plot
2022, Martyrs Cresent, Ntinda, P.O.Box 20125,
Nakawa Uganda
Tel: +256 701236138

Name
Address
Location
Tel:
Fax
Email
Contact

Tel:
Fax
Email
Contact
Name
Address
Tel:
Fax
Email
Contact

KENFREIGHT(U)LTD
P.O.Box7492KAMPALA
Plot1906,JinjaRd,Bweyogerere
+256041287801/286955
+256041286950
fvanburkom@kenfreight.co.ug
Capt.FlorentVanBurkom

Plot-139,KiraRoad,Kamwokya,
+256414690523/772396083
+256414342082
office@africacoffeeacademy.com
Mr.RobertW.Nsibirwa–CEO
ORIENTBANKLTD
P.O.Box3072KampalaLocation
Plot6/6A,KampalaRoad
+256414236012-5
+256414348039
mail@orient-bank.com
JuliusKakeeto–MD

INTERGRANOS.L
P.O.Box46015ValenciaSpain
+34963485535
+34963485646
vsenabre@intergrano.es
VicenteSenabre–SalesManager
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Java House
Coffee Shop
9 Luthuli Avenue
The Village Mall,
Plot 3 Bandali Rise,
Kampala, Uganda
+256754870870
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Cafes in Kampala
Cafe Javas

1000 Cups of Coffee

40-42 Bombo Road,
Kampala, Uganda
+256 41 4235135

La Pattiserrie

Acacia Mall, Kisementi,
Kampala, Uganda
+256 794 571 827

The Bistro Restaurant
Plot 15, Cooper Road
Kisementi - Kololo
+256 757 247 876

Plot 18 Buganda Road,
Kampala, Uganda

Cafe Pap

13B Parliament Avenue
Garden City Shopping Mall,
+256 41 4254570

Endiro Coffee

Cooper Road Plot 23B,
Kampala, Uganda
+256 31 251532

Inyamat Restaurant
and Cafe

Plot 34 Capital Shoppers Ntinda,
Kampala 00256, Uganda
+256 393 106 606
+256 755 834 643

Cafesserie

Acacia Mall, Kisementi,
Kampala, Uganda
+256 776 012777

Coffee At Last

Mobutu Road, Makindye
Hill after Hospice,
Kampala, Uganda
+256 704 263333

Prunes

Wampewo Avenue
Plot 8 kololo, Kampala
P.O.Box 35863, Uganda
+256 772 712002

Cafe Mocca

56 Pilkington Road,
Kampala, Uganda
+256 713 134672
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Uganda Coffee
Development Authority
VISION
Making Uganda
a distinguished
producer of
high value coffee

MISSION
To promote and oversee
the development of the
coffee sub-sector through
production of clean planting
materials, support to research,
value addition, quality assurance
and timely dissemination
of market information to
stakeholders

OBJECTIVES

SERVICES RENDERED

Promote, monitor and improve
marketing of coffee to optimise foreign
exchange and farmers’ earnings

Support coffee development through
production extension services

Ensure that the quality of coffee
exports meet Internation standards

Identity priority areas for investment
in the coffe industry

Promote coffe as a value added product

Support production of clean planting
materials through coffee research
and nurseries development

Promote domestic consuption of
Uganda coffee
Harmonise activities of coffee sub-sector
associations in line with industry goals
Policy analysis and developement

Provide price and production forecasts
Register and license coffee sector players
Maintain a register of sales contracts
Provide regulatory and quality assurance
services during buying, processing
& marketing
Promote coffee value addition

UCDA Celebrating 25 years!
Coffee house,
Plot 35, Jinja Road P.O. Box 7267, Kampala, Uganda
Tel: +256-41-4-256940, +256-31-2-260470 Fax: 256-41-4-232912
E-mail:ucda@ugandacoffee.org website:http//www.ugandacoffee
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Kyagalanyi Coffee Limited pg2
Spedag Interfreight pg3
Kawacom Uganda Ltd pg4
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Olam Coffee pgs32-33
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Ibero (Uganda) Ltd pg38
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� Ankole Coffee Producers Cooperative Union Ltd
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Our Vision

WHAT IS

UCF

UCF’s vision is to promote a thriving
and sustainable coffee industry in
Uganda

Our Mission

UCF’s mission is to support and promote the
effective and efficient running of members’
enterprises and the coffee industry at large.

Core Values
The UCF is a member based organization
that:
i. Emphasizes clarity - to communicate in a
concise and respectful manner.
ii. Promotes inclusion – to foster and
promote broad and diverse membership
engagement.
iii. Believes in teamwork – to encourage
team spirit, collaboration, consultation
and to maximize on synergies for greater
outcomes.
iv. Practices professionalism – to employ
competency, skills, knowledge and
ethical behavior.

Our Goal

UCF’s overall strategic goal is to sustain and increase volume and quality
of coffee produced and traded. This new Strategic Plan will be implemented through the following thematic areas:
i. Policy Engagement and Dialogue (PED)
ii. Market Information System (MIS)
iii. Institutional Development (ID)

Strategic Objectives
SO 1: To undertake policy engagement and dialogue so as to
create a vibrant environment for UCF members’
businesses to flourish and the industry to run effectively.
SO 2: To develop an effective Market Information System to
provide members with market information for efficient
management of their businesses.
SO3: To build UCF institutional capacity to be able to respond to
both members’ business challenges and the coffee
industry risks effectively.
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UCF MEMBER BENEFITS
The federation has set up a system
aimed at rendering a range of services
to its members, which include.
•

Facilitating policy dialogue on
related issues on behalf of the
trade and industry in Uganda. We monitor policy trends and ensure that the
interests of the sector are taken care of through a constructive consultation
process.
industry for the

•

Coordination of trade related issues on behalf of the

•

Provision of vital trade information that is critical to the trade activities

of

a monthly newsletter.
•

Provide Networking opportunities for members through such activities as the
CEO Forum, dinners and other special events.
•

Coordination of training –aimed at enhancing the skills of its members
internationally (areas including marketing quality and documentation.

•

Technical advice on

related matters.

•

including
Programmes aimed at enhancing the quality of Ugandan
monitoring of members adherence to the UCTF code of conduct.

•

Arbitration services aimed at resolving disputes regarding contracts entered
may choose to use such services.

•

Did you know that the Uganda

Promotion of Uganda

home-

world, between Kampala and Washington D.C?

Uganda Coffee Federation
2 Floor, Coffee House. Plot 35, Jinja Road. Tel: 0414-343692 / 77.
Email: ucf@ugandacoffeetrade.com.
nd
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ANKOLE COFFEE PRODUCERS
COOPERATIVE UNION LIMITED
(ACPCU)

History: ACPU was registered in July 2006 as a Co-op union. it
started with 10members’ societies and 3500farmers. Since then,
business has grown fast and big, and our Working capital as also
increased to more than five times the starting capital.
Type of organization: ACPCU is a profit making, second level
producer co-operative organization, which produces both Fair
trade and Organic certified coffee.

Objective: To improve members livelihoods in a sustainable way
by adding as much Value as possible to their coffee.

Vision: being in a community in which members have been
transformed into progressive farmers.

kinds of brewed coffee.

Mission: To promote mutual economic interest of members in a

Achievements

sustainable way through value addition and bulk marketing by
producing and exporting good quality products which are
competitive in the market.

Our Coffee:
1.
Variety: Natural Uganda Robusta Coffee
2.
Geographical area: South Western Uganda Region
3.
Altitude: 1350-1850m above sea level
4.
Export grades: Screen 18, 15, 14, and 12
5.
Cup Quality: Our coffee is known for its Chocolate, Honey
and caramel flavors. It is always fresh, with a heavy Body, attractive
fragrance and mild acidity, and this makes it good enough for all
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ACPCU prides in being a center of excellence with
several awards and recognitions from both public
and private organizations.
ACPCU has successfully increased exports by more
than 100% from the time of start, some of this
coffee being exported as gender coffee (women
coffee).
For the last 3yrs, we have been able to grow our
farmer membership to 20 primary co-operative
societies with more than 10,000 farmers and these
have been able to receive all the privileges we give
to member farmers.
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ACPCU has also been successful in empowering women coffee
farmers through buying their coffee at a higher price, training them
and helping them to start saving groups which has helped them
increase their financial capacity through taking loans at a low interest
rate to enlarge their farms and also start other income generating
projects.
ACPCU believes in Gender equality and therefore supports women in
coffee. Our number of female staff is increasing and this is helping us
to easily reach out to the women coffee farmers and also to inspire
the younger ladies in our community to get more involved in the
coffee farming.
ACPCU has consistently paid the highest price of coffee to farmers in
the industry which makes the farmers willing and more comfortable
working with us as opposed to other service providers.
With our great team of research and agronomists we are able to
produce Coffee wilt resistant varieties (Seedlings) and have
established several demonstration study farms at farmer level.
We have a great and strong Quality control team with a very well
equipped laboratory which helps us to keep compliant with every
standard for both government and our clients and for this reason we
have been awarded as the most compliant exporters in Uganda.

Services to members:
ACPCU offers a wide range of services to the members through,
Marketing and Business services, certification facilitation services,
material support (planting materials, Tarplines, coffee seeds and
trees), capacity building/empowerment services (extension staff,
society leadership training, Family business trainings to societies,
study tours and diverse project initiatives), Financial support (giving
working capital and short term loans to members) and Community
services (scholarship scheme to the needy member’s children.)

ACPCU to the Community
ACPCU being a community based organization we pride ourselves in
our corporate social responsibility that puts the lives of the

ACPCU LTD.

P.O.Box 172, Bushenyi - Uganda
Email: info@acpcultd.com.
Website: www.acpcultd.com
Tel: +256 772 461876

communities we are at the core. This is by giving job
opportunities to women and the youth especially. We
also have empowered the youth through schools like
Nyakashambya primary school where we have set up
a demo coffee farm where pupils are taught how to
start and maintain a coffee farm and we plan to do the
same in other schools around the surrounding
community.
ACPCU also has a well-stocked and fully staffed clinic
which does not only provide medical services to the
staff but also to the community. The service prices are
subsidized to a minimum cost, to enable the
community access high standard medical facilities
affordably in a rural setting. The clinic was opened two
years ago and offers majorly (OPD) outpatient services
and on some occasions inpatient (admission).
This gives us assurance that community can live a
healthy life and be able to grow more coffee to
increase on our productivity.
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PROMOTING
UGANDA AS
A SPECIALTY
COFFEE ORIGIN

QUALITY COFFEE
QUALITY IMPACT

By working with the best and innovative farmers, we are able to showcase the
unique flavor profiles from Uganda, and present high quality Organic Certified
arbicas to influence how buyers view Uganda as a specialty origin.
Plot 1 Pallisa Road Mbale, UGANDA
info@mountainharvest.com
mountainharvest.com | @mountain.harvest

